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ANT A FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M., FRIDAY, JULY 13, 1906.

VOL. 43.

If

AVE POLITICS

OUT 0 F SCHOOLS

LOCAL ELKS
GOING TO DENVER DYNAMITE SHANTY

THAW TRIAL

Party Not as Large as First Expected
Special Train 8unday Morning,
at 11 O'clock.

Large Sum To Be Expended in
ing Slayer of White From
Penalty.

NO. 123.
17 YEAR OLD
GIRL MURDERER PROMOTION FOR

COSTLY AFFAIR FOREST RESERVES

AND ROB BODIES

The delegation from Santa Fe Lodge

Killed Her Brother Influenced By
Older Woman Who la Now in
Custody.

Sav-

SCHOOLS

.New
York, July 13 The trial of
Hai ry Kendall Thaw, charged with the
murder of Stanford White,' probably
will be the most costly ever held In
this county. A conservative estimate
of the prospective cost of the case to
both sides, framed from the conjec-tivideas of professional men who
should know, is an even million dollars.
This is double the cost of the hereto- 10 PER CENT OF INCOME
fore most expensive murder case the
city has had the Roland Mollneux
trials. Altogether about $500,000 was
expended In the prosecution and de- Each Year Set aside for That
fense of the son of gallant old General
PurposeGovernor
Mollneux, who spent his whole fortune
in clearing his boy of the stigma that
Letter.
attached to the accusation that. he(
murdered by poison Mrs. Kate Adams, j
Governor llagerman has received a
One expert alone charged $18,500 for
his services in the Mollneux trial. This letter from the secretary of agricul
simple statement In Itself furnlsheo ture, James Wilson, in which is set
the prob-iibl- forth the advantage to the counties
Coodforthoughtliiestlmating
in which forest reserves are located,
cost of the Thaw case, for it
stated with authority that there as a result of the agricultural approwill be a dozen or more of such ex- priation act, approved June 30, 1906.
perts employed and some of them will This act provides that 10 per cent of
be brought from Europe.
all the money received from each forThe trial of Albert T. Patrick, to- est reserve in New
Mexico, shall be
gether with all the legal convolutions set aside for
as the ter
expenditure
since made necessary in connection ritorial
for
legislature
may
designate,
with that remarkable prisoner's fight
the benefit of the public schools or
for life, hud cost aproxlmntely $200,000
roads in the counties iu which said
'.
to date.
This act is effec.' reserve Is located.
The three trials of Dr. Samuel
Kennedy, accused of the murder tit tive for the year ending June 30, 1906.
Dolly Reynolds, cost the county just Accordiug to the secretary's letter,
about $100,000. Kennedy's defense $4,C94.55 will be the approximate
amount contributed by the forest re
probably cost considerably less. ,';
It will be suprising to a great manj serves to schools and roads in New
to learn that the three trials (one a Mexico for the
closed. Secyear
mistrial) of Nun Patterson footed, up retary Wilson's letterjutis as follows
in expense to less than any other cele
together with a letter iu answer by
brated case that has filled the news- uovernor
Hagerman:
papers in years. According to tile
July 13. 1906.
district attorney's office, the coht to
the county during all the prosecution Department of Agriculture, Office of
tne secretary, Washington, D. C.
was less than $10,000, and it is underJuly 6. 1906
stood Nan's defenders, Levy & linger, His
Excellency, the Governor of New
spent little more than that amount;

CAPTAiNDREYFUS

Seattle, Washington, July 13. Im
mediately after the arrest of Esther
Mitchell, the seventeen year old girl.
who killed her brother George Mitchell
here last night, Mrs. Maud Creffleld,
the widow, of the "Holy Hollers" pro
main at home. The special train
phet, whom George Mitchell recently
leaves over the Denver & Rio Grande
was taken
Killed,
into
custody,
at 11 o'clock Sunday forenoon. Aa
cnarged with being the accomplice of
the
time
as
far
is
at
known
present"
THREE MENBLOWN T0P1EGES
Miss Mitchell in the murder. Mrs
SENT OUT CIRCULAR LETTER the
delegation from the local lodge
i,reiiieia frankly admitted that she
will consist of the following members:
had entered Into a compact with Es
E. C. Abbott, A. M. Bergere, Amado
ther to kill the slayer of her husband,
To People of Territory Urg- Chaves, Amerlco Digneo, Dr. J. M. Three Fatally Injured; Many
for Conviction of
Mitchell was acquitted of the Responsible
ueorge
Diaz, Charles A. Haynes, R. H. Hanna,
Hurt
Chicago
Badly
of
Cross
Inferior
of Legion
murder
charge
on
ing Them to Secure nonthe
Tuesday
plea
Norman L. King, Evaristo Lucero, Dr.
mat crenield had wronged his sister,
Stone Quarry.
J. A. Massie, C. V. Safford, J. H.
partisan Men.
of Honor too.
How She Killed Her Protector.
H. C.
Vaughn, O. C. Watson and
wasn..
13.
Rntho.
Julv
oeauie,
Yontz.
who will
The
Chicago, July l.l. Three men were
imtcneu Knot and killed her brother,
Believing that to attain the best re- be in attendance at the reunion are
Paris, July 13. This was the closblown to pieces, and three others were
sults In the educational work of the
uwjrge ircnen. a short time after ing day in Parliament and it was
as follows: Dr. J. F. Baca, Parkview;
fatally injured, and several badly hurt
Territory,
f.iv o clock yesterday afternoon
County
Superintendents
to the rehabilitation of
should be chosen on their merits rath- A. H. Baskett, Chama; Klam Cable by an explosion early today which
the waiting room of the union depot largely devoted
so that the national
Alfred
Dreyfus,
er than for political reasons, Professor Chama; Felix Grant, Tres Pledras; M. wrecked the shanty in the McLaughThe shot was fired just as Mitchell
tomorrow may witness his reHiram Hadley, Superintendent of pub- A. Gonzales, Ablquiu; V. Jaramlllo, El lin stone quarry at Bnllwooil, a short
lose 10 tniip the evening train for holiday
turn to the army and the official ef- lic Instruction Is making an effort to Rito; ,1. Kenton, Alamosa; Dr. T .P. distance northwest of Chicago.
uregon.
The
better conditions. With a view to Martin, Taos; L. B. Millelsen, Chama; dynamite apparently had been carried
Ihe brother who was acauitled on facement of the stain placed upon his
uesaay or killing Franz Edmund Cre- good name. War Minister Etlnne prereaching as many of the people In- E. G. Miller, El Rito; Alexander Read, a considerable distance, and placed
terested hi educational matters, in the Tierra Amarllla; J. K. Turner, Denver;
sented two bills, one raising Captain
the leader of the "Holy Rollers
ueia,
lain
under the building
which the
in his tracks.
Territory as possible, he recently Is- E. W. Whltlock, Des Moines; Dr
Mir- Dreyfus to the rank of a major of
Esther
aroppeel
borers were sleeping. The officials of
cnen w:as at once arrested
sued the following letter, 1,000 copies Frank Palmer, Cerrillos.
artillery and the other promoting Col
the Mclaughlin Company denounced
of which are being sent to all
Hie Aliteheells. Geonre. Perrv nml onel PIcquart to be brigadier
parts
general.
dethe blowing up of the shanly as a
of New Mexico:
rrea, were sitting with Esther nn a He asked speedy action, adding that
GUATEMALAN TROOPS
liberate murder, saying that the motive
To the Friends of Education in New
Dench in the big waltinc room. talM- It was
the government's intention to
IN HONDURAS was the desire to rob the men. Sev.. Mexico:
ing together and aparently on the Inscribe
...
.
TJ.
Dreyfus's name on the list
best of terms. When the Oregon train
eral of them had considerable sums
is impossible for me to meet
of candidates for the cross of the
,
was
of
one
and
Louis
many of you personally. I believe
money
named,
ani.ounced,
of
iMtchell
rose
George
Following Up Victory
Yesterday
feel an honest interest In the educaand started forward. His sister slip- - Lesion of Honor. The radical supportwho was killed, carried
ene
Fighting General on Salvador
tion of the youth of New Mexico. I
pea to nis side and pressing the revol ers of Dreyfus are seeking to force
thousand dollars in his hell. When
Border.
ver close to his head, pulled the trig- the government to prosecute many
nave some things to say that I think
the bodies were found they bnd beeu
are worth saying, and I know of no
ger, before anyone had realized what generaij, colonels and high function
Washington, July 13. A cablegram stripped of clothing.
was happening.
aries responsible for his condemnation.
way 10 present them exeunt hv the received at the state
department to
asmer iviiicneu is the sister, to
printed letter. This is my apology for
Captain Dreyfus Reinstated Today.
day from Minister Merry, at San Salavenge whose treatment, George shot
uuuressmg you in this manner. I shall vador says that continuous fighting Is AooAMIIN WAi
The chamber passed the bill rein
Crefield. She had refused to have stating
attempt to be brief.
Dreyfus by a vote of 473 to
proceeding on the border line between
PRETTY GIRL
anything to do with her brother since
Shows Advantages of Education
A
tumultuous
demonstration
Guatemala and Salvador and that the
the shooting. Today was the first time
Were it necessary I could convince u
announcement of the vote.
the
greeted
Luc
uiueu
uuojjs
had
Killed
been
seen
Russian
Sailor
as
they
on
you that no other Interest in New n uaicujaicau
together
good
uisguisea
The restoration of Colonel PIcquart
unn.i..n m.i t
terms.
Vice Admiral Student Stain
Mexico is equal in Importance to
that is understood to be a part of the
passed 477 to 27.
in
Mrs.
Esther
Mitchell
of education.
and
Crefield
The genuine success Guatemalan attack on' the
Fight.
fugitives
Mexico.
widow of the deceased "Holy Roller,
your children will attain in life of the
leadafter
that
Regalados
army
.
3
Santa Fe, N. M.
...til
yesterday announced their Intention of EUROPEAN POWERS
Sevastopol, July 13. It is credibly
wju
aepena
upon
the amount er was killed yesterday.
Sir:
making Seattle their home. The two
stated that the assassin of Admiral NO INVESTIGATION
and kind of education
TO REDUCE ARMIES
re
The Agricultural Appropriation Act women took small
they
apartments here,
Chouknin was a girl who was disceive. The ignorant man is the serfor 1907, approved June 30, 1906. con and sold their witness' certificates to
DENVER
ELECTIONS
vant of those who are better educa- INTERSTATE COMMIS-SIOguised in the uniform of a sailor. No
tains the following provision:
raise funds, and had apparently made Italy Suggests Tha
Countries Are
ted than he is. He initiates nnHiin
arrest has yet been made.
AFTER
MEN
GRAIN
Judge Forced by Supreme Court To
"That ten per centum or all monev up their minds to remain In Seattle.
Supporting Too Many Fighting
From imitation alone he does what he.
Political Unrest Among Students.
Dismiss Grand Jury League " received from each forest reserve
Men.
dur
is torn to do and there his powers end.
Theran, Persia, July 13. There is
Defeated.
ing any fiscal year, including the year
With little trouble I could introduce
a
recurrence of political unrest among
An Attempt to Discover What "Special
ending- June 30, 1906, shall be Daid at WOUNDED CONVICT
Rome, July 13. Italy has proposed
you to several native youns men whn
the Mullahs and Divinity students
Denver, Colo., July !13.
District the end thereof by the Secretary of
Favors" They Secured From
vital reduction In the fighting
are filling responsible and honorable
ELUDES
GUARDS
which was noticed earlier in the year Judge- John I, Mullins, in the criminal tne treasury to the State or
Railroads.
strength of herself and her sister
Territory
positions and are receiving from $1
of
disdivision
the
district
in which said reserve is
court, today
and it is exciting great uneasiness
000.00 to $2,600.00 per
situated, to James Sanders of Bernalillo Made Des powers, Great Britain and France, and
year, simply
Washington, July 13. An investiga- In governmental circles. The divinity charged the grand jury summoned by be expended as the State or Territorbecause of the education they
these nations, It Is said, entertain the
perate Break for Liberty
possess tion Is to be made
alial Legislature may prescribe for bene.
hmrhnnJ
Thnlt
.
by the Interstate students yesterday forcibly released a special elisors to investigate the
wno are
project favorably. Slgnor Tlttonl, the
uujimuu
at. the election on fran- fit of the
frauds
Yesterday.
leged
Commerce
Commission by authority professor imprisoned on the charge of
public schools or puhlic roads
not educated, are working nt, hard
minister of foreign affairs in Italy,,
15th.
chises
of
The
dismissal
May
of the county or counties in which the
manual labor (when they find ?niplpy-trient-) of the Senate, of the elevator, grain using seditious language.
James Sanders, a negro 24 years old who has been holding conferences at
was
the
Jurors
necessitated
a
supforest reserve is situated; Provided,
by
at ftbout one dollar, per day. buying and forwarding business In the
Student Killed in Mild Affray.
sentenced to three years in the Ter- London and Paris, Is about to return
ersedeas issued yesterday by Chief That when any forest reserve
to determine to whaf exteni
is In ritorial
How do you wish it to b.i with'
country
ln"'!he, affray puf midm; waa killed
from Bernalillo and hold a council of the ministry afyour
penitentiary
s shall
Justice
Ciabbert,
fr.rbWdft
be
'
to
favors
Its
ftdj
area therehave been granted and two were wounded.
iroportionul
hoy when he becomes a man? You special
on a charge of buelary and ter which he will consult with
The hoads
County,
to
ami
the
sum
sheriff
supersede
King
county, the distributee share to each
must choose. Nobody will dictate to them by railroad companies; the in- of the
larceny, vmAn a desperate break for Victor Emmanuel. If a final agreeclergy Immediately assembled mon the jury througn elisors. This from the
fluence
of
said
reserve
which
proceeds
the
alleged
monopoliz'.you.
and Issued insistent demands for the ends for the present the Investigation shall be
liberty yesterday afternon, and al ment is
reached, Italy will ImmediateI As election time is near at
preportional to its area thereing of this branch business has upon immediate
hand,
granting of reforms. This of the election in the district court as in : And provided further. That there mougn wounded is still at large. A ly reduce her army by two corps,
wish to speak to you about the County the market; the Injury it has worked was
of
posse
with
bloodhounds
Is
guards
the
Honest lections' league refuses to shall not be
previously promised. All shops
to any State or Ter
from her effective force 60,000
Qiir.nt.tn.. J A. ana i wisn it
closely pursuing the convict who is taking
upoiiuicuueiii;
distin- to grain producers; extent to which except the butchers and bakers a.-- act in connection with the regular ritory for anypaid
an amount equal now in the
men.
county
understood
their
railroads,
I
that
am
directors
not
officers,
of
Glorieta.
ctly
vicinity
closed. The city is patrolled by county officers.
to more than forty per centum of the
Wng anything of the past, or finding stockholders and employes Own
Sanders who was a trusty, having
or
lncometof such county from all other
and the grand vizier and other
troops,
fault
control
with
the
but a short time to serve, was sent WATER IN
services of any
J?wy
grain buying and grain forRESERVOIR
sources."
..(county superintendent.
For smnll warding companies, and the manner in ministers who were in the country HANDWRITING EXPERT
with a small cart last night, to the
have
The
to
of
returned
hastily
the ten per centum livestock department at the prison, to
their posts.
payment,
compensation, they have much work which such holdings were secured.
AT OROGRANDE
to do, and jnany of them have been
ON WITNESS STAND thus provided will be made by the remove some lumber rrora tne nog
very faithful. I am simply looking to
Secretary of the Treasury, who will pens. He deserted the cart but wa Plenty of Life Giving Fluid
Flowing
SOUTHERN
BETTER
PACIFIC
POLITICIAN
the future and hoping that in every
In the Hartje Divore Case Declared determine the exact distributive share missed 10 minutes after his flight be.
in Behind Big Dam
i respect our educational
of
New
Mexico.
this
deter
Pending
interests shall
Some Letters Were Fabrigan.
CANCELS PASSES
at Balrd Hill.
THAN RIDER
mination the following report from the
, not only hold their present status hut
The bloodhounds of the Institution
cations.
records of the Forest Service will show were at once placed on his track and
steadily advance,
U. S. Senator
Newlands, Thrown From Between
States
Orogrande, N. M., July 13. The dam
Prohibited
By
the gross receipts from the forest followed him six miles in the direction
!
ana collar Bone Brok- Pa., July 13. Marshall you
Pittsburg,
at Balrd Hill has been completed and
County Superintendent
rnenament to Interstate Corn- reserves
in
the
your
of
Territory
during
D. Elwell, a Chicago handwriting exLamy along the railroad track. The the water Is now flowing into the resen Narrow Escape.
Factor.
merce Law.
fiscal year just closed and the appr6xi- dogs then lost the trial but the guards ervoir at that point, and dally the
that
pert, who testified yesterday
i
In my opinion, the county
mate
not
,
the
(but perhaps
exact) kept up the pursuit. About dusk last level is
superin-some letters in the Hartje divorce
San
San Francisco, Calif., July 13.
Unitrising higher and higher.
tendent is the most Important factor ed StatesFrancisco, July 13.
Senator Newlands, of Neva- President Harriman, of the Southern case were "fabricated" was on the amount which you will receive under night, Sanders was seen near Glorieta
As the work of widening the ditch
in the administration of our school afand refused to halt when so ordered.
da is suffering from a broken collar Pacific has sent orders here to
witness stand the greater part of this the terms of the Act Just quoted:
In the Sacramento Mountains
cancel,
fairs. Now, a superintendent,
Gila
$ 24,984.77 The guards opened fire, and Sanders proceeds
wheththe amount of water that comes down
er It be of a machine shop, a farm, bone. He was thrown from a horse after this year, all interstate passes forenoon and was severely cross ex- Pecos River
2,274.68
to
was
seen
fall. He was evidently
San Mateo and had a narrow es- which San Francisco officials of the amined by Attorney J. Scott FerguLincoln
,asheep ranch, or a svstem nt mhn,,ia cape from death.
2,579.68 shot through the leg. He then escap through the pipe grows steadily great
road have heretofore issued, as they son, Hartje's counsel. The two men Portales
will be but a matter of a
Should he one who so thoroughly un
1,895.80 ed in the darkness and the guards er, and it
are prohibited by an amendment to had many angry tilts. Assistant Disvery few days now, before the full
Jamez
derstands that particular line of busl DR. JORDON PROPHESIES AN15,210.62
to
were
unable
find
him.
S.
was
John
trict
Robb,
Attorney
the Interstate commerce law.
again
The
flow will be turned into the ditch.
tiess that he can in reality snperin
Superintendent Arthur Trelford to.
OTHER SEISMIC DISTURBANCE law does not apply to passes between present during the taking of the tesOliver Lee, who is building the dam
Total
$
46,945.56
received
a
from
day
telegram
Lamy
timony; Attorney Robb said the
state points.
t
Ten per centum of this amount, or confirming the report that Sanders was at Big Juniper, Is crowding the work
ah superintendents, except the San Jose, Calif., July 13 Dr. David
hearing in the conspiracy charges
contribuwounded in the, leg but was still at as fast as possible, and when that dam
s $1,094.55 in the approximate
school superintendent, get their posi Star Jordan
in a lecture delivered
against Augustus Hartje, John L.
is completed, then the pipe line will
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
to schools and large.
tions because they have a practical in the Unitarian church last
Clifford Hooe, a coachman, tion of the reserves
and
evening
the full head intended at the
Sand-ercarry
in
Mexico
said
for
The
New
that
roads
the
held
tomorrow
of
of
would
year
superintendent
be
all the details of the locaiea tne origin of the recent seisjust
regardless
Knowledge
AFTER CORPORATIONS
time the line was planned by the South
would undoubtedly be retaken
closed.
the divorce case.
business, and are competent to direct mic disturbance In the Bering Sea, and
west Company.
all subordinate employees. Real sup- prophesied that the net center trouble
the close of the day.
It Is with very great pleasure that I
To Investigate
The company Is also to construct a
James Scott, the United States pris
erintendents are none too numerous. would be In the vicinity of San Lean-dr- In Massachusetts
am able to notify you of this beginning
Railroad, Gas and Electric
PASSERGER STEAMER
Great business enterprises are sr
and Haywards, California.
of the direct contribution of the for- oner, who disappeared over a week second dam at Little Juniper, which
Light Companies.
will hold more water than will the
ing such. They want persons who
BADLY DEMAGED est reserves to the counties In which ago from the penitentiary. Is still one
at Baird Hill. It will then have
understand their special lines of busire- missing.
the
from
The
lie.
proceeds
they
How shall such be obtained?
Boston, Mass., July 13. District Atness.
impounded and in the line about 75,- to
serves
increase
are
rapidly,
likely
Politicians Should "Bury the Hatchet" torney John B. Morgan, made public Forced to Go Into Dock for Repairs
000,000 gallons of water, ready for inso that this contribution, although It PEASANTS DESTROY
If we expect our educational
inThere is but one way. Let politici- today his intention of investigating
Struck Dock As She Left
stant use.
terests to advance we much employ ans
may not yet have reached an ImportPort.
"bury the hatchet" so far as th the railroad and gas, and electric
ESTATE
PRINCE'S
ant figure, will ultimately pay a very
the same principles. There Is no dodg- office is
concerned, and let all partleb light Companies with reference to
considerable proportion of the expening this issue against the interests of and factions, in a
Dover, England, July 13. The
friendly, communal alleged violations of the statute by
ses of the counties which are fortun- Russian Nobleman Is Informed That KANSAS TREASURER
your own children. Therefore, I ad- way, hunt
unite on, and select the them. Among the offences charged American
line steamer Deutsch-lanfor,
vise you to throw every other consld. best.
ate
His Famous Stud of Horses
enough to have forest reserves
KELLEY ACQUITTED
for New York while leaving Do'They can continue to select the to the railroads is the issuance of free
eration to one side, and, applying all
within their boundaries.
Was Burned.
superintendent for political reasons If passes to members of the legislature ver this morning collided with a pier
reasonable tests, select the best availI have the honor to be. Sir,
so choose, but so long as they do and discrimination against shippers in and buckled her bows. The damage
Of Charge of Malfeasance in Office
able person for superintendent. I say they are
obedient SerCarlsbad, July 13. Prince Alexis
Not to Blame for Shortages.
they
simply bartering the present the transportation of Mercandise. Mor- is so great that the steamer will have Very respectfully, your
"available," because we cannot alwiys and eternal Interests of children for
Orloff, who arrived here a few days
vant,
In Accounts.
gan asserted that he had retained at to be docked for repairs. The passenM.
get the ones we believe to be best. the paltry, selfish, temporary
James
Wilson,
(Signed)
ago, has received a telegram from
triumph his own expense a special attorney to gers and malls are being landed and
I say "person," because I know of no
Secretary. Russia Informing him that his famous
of a
faction. Is It not time conduct the preliminary Inquiry.
sent to Southampton where they will
law that debars women from accept- to takepolitical
Topeka, Kans., July 13. In the case
a broader, more sensible view?
be taken on board the American liner To the Honorable, the Secretary of stud of horses has been turned and of the state of Kansas
against State
C.
D.
ing this office; and I do know that Is not the education of children too
Aericulture.
Washington,
New York.
completely destroyed and his estate Treasurer Thomas T.
Kelly,
Judge
many women are better qualified for sacred" to trifle with? The compensa- TO FIGHT AMENDMENTS
Sir I have the honor to acknowl- ruined by peasants.
this office than most available men tion of county superintendents is so
Dana today handed down a decision
of
of
letter,
July
the
your
receipt
edge
TO COMMERCE LAW CARNEGIE GETS
are.
in favor of Kelly. Discrepencles and
small that it cannot be correctly called
6th, 1906, advising me that the agriNow, what are some of the tests of "spoils of office." If you wish, "farm
of
New
and
Mexico,
CONTRACT
ARMOR
especially shortages in office were alleged to
cultural appropriation act for 1907 pro- people
out" the other offices political fashion ; Railroad Attorneys Will Hold Meeting
availability and qualification?
the residents of the counties in have been found by experts. Judge
by
centum
all
of
ten
vides
money
that
per
. Monday
to Plan Test Case
First. The person should possess but make an exception of that of supIs if there were any
For One of The Two Big Battleships received from each forest reserve which the reserves are situated, who Dana's decision
If Necessary.
unblemished moral character,
was not liable.
and erintendent. My advice Is, let all partKelly
shortages,
will
benefit
liberal
the
proMidvale Company Secures
by
directly
shall be paid to the state or territory
know a school and the school business ies consult together and select the
Chicago, July 13. Amendments to
of the act.
visions
Second
Award.
to
Is
reserve
in
the
which
situated,
so well that he is at home In the best. If your present superintendent the Interstate Commerce law passed
This measure, coming as it does, ELKS' SPECIAL TRAIN
be expended as the state or territorial
school room, and could personally take fills the bill, as shown by past work, at the recent session of Congress are
Washington, D. .,fuly 13. Secre legislature may prescribe for the bene- so soon after the act opening the forGOES INTO DITCH.
hold and do well most of the work re retain him; if he does not. retire him. to bo discussed by the general attortary Bonaparte announced today that fit of public schools or public roads est reserves to agricultural entry, will
The idea of divorcing politics from
Williams, Ariz., July 13. The Santa
quired of teachers..
neys and solicitors of the railroads the Carnegie and Bethlehem steel
Second. He should not be so en- education is being rapidly embraced west of
of the county or counties in which be an additional proof to the people Barbara section of the Elks' special
Chicago at a meeting here companies will be given the contract
grossed In other business that he in various parts of the United States.
the forest reserve Is situated. You of the Territory, that the permanent train of two Pullman cars waa deIf it Is decided to make a for the armour for one of the new
cannot and will not give the work of Ewn In Pennsylvania Dr. N. C. Schaef-fer- Monday.
advise me that the payments welfare and the greatest good of railed at 5 o'clock Wednesday after
further
ton battleships at the price named
test case, the line of battle will be
in
a Democrat, Is serving his third
of the districts
the superintendent the attention necfor in this act will be made the Inhabitants
noon, thirteen miles north of Williams
provided
Its
in
Midvale
Steel
the
details
and
all
Company
by
Tne
arranged.
which the reserves are established, which was caused
essary to secure success. An ignorant term of four years each as superin- planned
to
the
and
of
the
treasury
secretary
armor
tl
contract
for
The
for
bid.
by the spreading
man who gives his whole heart and tendent of public Instruction. Will not roads do not propose to surrender any
will go to the Midvale that the approximate amount of the are the considerations which, above of the rails. No one on the train
service to the work secures better re- New Mexico at once Jump to the front of their rights to the commission with- other battleship
contribution of the reserves located In all others, underlie the forestry policy was injured. About 400 feet of track
Company.
sults than the better qualified one who and act according to the same princi- out a fight. ,
New Mexico to schools and roads In of the federal government.
was torn up, delaying the traffic until
simply signs receipts for his sain1"
ple? The above is my advice; do as
I have the honor to be, Sir,
this Territory, tot the year ending
ROOSEVELTS
ENJOY
Thursday forenoon at 10 o'clock, caus
DENVER A RIO GRANDE
Third. The superintendent should you please. I have done my duty,
Your most obedient servant,
FAMILY PICNIC TODAY. June 30, 1906, will be $4,694.55, an
be a person of such interest and enTRAIN THREE HOURS LATE.
ing the Elks' excursion train to be
HIRAM HADLEY,
'H. J. HAGERMAN,
amount which Is likely to grow rapidly
transferred around the wreck. They
thusiasm that he will give the work Superintendent of Public Instruction.
The Denver & Rio Grande train due
Governor of New Mexico.
Santa Pe, July 10, 1906.
in this city at 3:30 o'clock will .be
necessary attention.
Oyster Bay, N, Y., July 13. Presi- from year to year as the proceeds from
night at the El Tovar Hotel, all
Fourth. He should have good busithree hoims late this evening. The dent Roosevelt and his family are the reserves increase.
to the Grand Canon, where
ness judgment, and experience, as such
If you want anything on earth try cause of delay was not learned by
This announcement will be received
If you want anything on eartn try
banquet and nail was held last
enjoying their picnic today at Eaton's
'
are required.
.
New Mexican "ad."
,
cal officials.
time.
with the greatest satisfaction by the a New Mexican "d."
Neck, on the sow
porting
No. 460, B. P. O. Elks, to the Elks'
reunion to be held in Denver will not
be as large as at first expected. Several members who intended to go have
been forced by circumstances to re-
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CAN DO NO INJURY.
Republic of Columbia
BIRD AND BEAST.
Tho Albuquerque Fakir Journal find- Is still talking of building a Panama
Demofew
a
So
Is dead canal of Its own.
ing that public sentiment
B:
Hawk aad
Ullti Between
Him ok UtiH Mink.
against its constant abuse and libel cratic leaders in 'New Mexico are
MEXICAN
PRINTING
NEW
PUBLISHERS.
THE
COMPANY,
of Delegate W. H. Andrews, has craw- claiming that their party will carry
felJeut as au owl in the black of night,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
MAX. FROST, Editor.
fished and Is now damning, damning the Territory for the Delegate and for the bawk glided low on whist wings
the Delegate with faint praise. Its a majority of the members of the leg- across the little opeu space cleared by
slimy and sycophantic editorials writ- islative assembly this fall.
tilt fallen maple, paused an almost ImEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postnflice.
ten with the secret purpose of Injury
instant ubove the uullslen-Inperceptible
and damage cannot and will not have
Pittsburg will soon beat Chicago if
4.00
HATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. ..
Dally, six moMtis, by mall
squirrel, and then, wings closed,
owners of the Fakir the
the
effect
tho
2.00
latter town don't get a move on. dropped upon hltuwlth unerring talons.
$ .25 Daily, three month., by nui.ll
Dally, per week, by carrier
Journal hope for. Delegate Andrews
2.00
If anything the recent Pittsburg But for some strange reason the har1.00 Weekly, per year
Pally, per month, by carrier
In
too
and
has
has been
long
politics
100
75 Weekly, six month
been more unsa- rier seemed powerless to bear away
Daily, per month, by mall
had too much experience in life to divorce cases have
75
than the bis kill; while his angry, frightened
7.50 Weekly, per quarter
scandalous
more
and
vory
Drfily, one year, by mall
the
bo taken in by such chaff nml
of the Territory are "on lo condition of the Chicago packing screams drowued out the dying squeak
people
of the squirrel, he strove with great
The New Mexican Is the oldest, newspaper In New Mexico, if. la sent to the dirty and low game played by the houses.
In
rattling wing strokes to get purchase
tho
utterances
every postofflce In the Terrlior, and has a large and growing circulation
so
the
that
gang,
unions the Intelligent and progressive iieople of thi- Southwell,
In southwestern New Mexico they on the air, but could not. Over and
for
sheet can have no effect
over again he struck downward with
evil. The Fakir Journal cannot hum-- ' have about settled the question and
bis beak, apparently at Hie squirrel,
ovan
will
vote
statehood
record
its
for
by
one
joint
any
longer,
bug any
though of this, because of the blur of
diwill
Is too well established and thanks to erwhelming majority.
They
bis whipping wings, I could not bit
!
elin
and
on
decent
of
the coming
respect-- vide
the
the efforts
party lines
sure, in a moment he half toppled
In
star.e.
the
able dally and weekly papers
ections, be they territorial or
forward, and then, like a buge broken
Territory Is too well known to the peo-- : No objection to this course.
winged partridge, be flopped about
A
IS
IT
pie.
AS AN ADVERTISEMENT
ENGLAND IN EGYPT.
among the tangled colls of roots, utteris
Tillman
Senntor
being groomed
BEAUTY,
meanwhile shrill screech on screech
There la trouble in Egypt. The situ-- ;
to be running mate of Colonel William ing
THE MORE IS THE PITY.
seemed
that
The Phoenix Dally Gazette, a paper
fairly to lacerate his
clear, nor how serlousi
ation is not
of
months
"Within the next couple
Jennings Bryan on the Democratic throat. In but little more thuu It
pubinfluence
and
Is
circulation
wide
pre-lo- t
Britain
Great
secbut
It will be,
at least a portion of the business
presidential ticket In 1908. That would takes to tell It a dozen kingbirds had
s
Ushed at the Capital of the Territory tion of the town will have a modern be
greater luck than the Republican gathered, and were buzzing round Uis
paring for It. That country supremcontained
in a recent issue
,
and up to date sewerage system. This party deserves.
acy In Egypt will and must be upheld of Arizona,
struggling harrier like gadflies round a,
of the will be a
good start and a step In the
no matter at what cost of blood and a very complimentary notice
borse, adding their spiteful cries to bis
beImof
sinBureau
the
The
few
Independent
In the way of "hot air" the
right direction.
harsh' din; now a crow appeared out
money. It seems to toe the destiny work published by
time
short
a
entitled lieves it will be only
gle statehood paper? In New Mexico of nowhere and searched deep In his
of England to be the great colonizer migration of this Territory
are a success, but that is the best that throat for bis hoarest cry; blue Jays
To the Land of Sunshine," under the thereafter until the entire business
of the world and the pusher of civiliimcan be said about them.
Mexican section of the town possesses such
flashed across the clearing and back
zation into the most remote corners above heading. The New
and then not a great while
In
provement
of
takes
pleasure
British
naturally
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The
policy
on the globe.
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extended
the
system
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a swarm of chattering blacksame that the people of longer until
Silver
course, has many opponents and many lishing the
residence districts."
birds rushed Into the tree above uie
un- the Sunshine Territory
might loam Into the
on
has
It
that
gone
but
enemies,
This Public Statement of a Santa Fc till Its branches sagged and creaked
is looked upon in the City Independent.
checked for three hundred years and how the work
This Is very encouraging and should
Citizen Will Be Appreciated.
like those of a laboring tree overthat
fact
the
hat it has been very successful is a sister territory, despite
be a hint to Santa Fe. The Capital
a reader of this in Santa Fe weighted with fruit al! in au lustunt
Many
differthere seems to be considerable
needs a good and effective sewerage has gone through 111?
historical fact well established.
experi- bedlam was let loose round that old
nee In the views on Joint statehood system and ought, to have it speedily.
In commenting upon the present
ence in pun, and will be glad to be wind wrecked maple.
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However, it dues
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Washington Post presents the matter
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recelpi of a tony Ma nana City administration
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Chairman Thomas Taggart of the says;
Land of Sunshine." The book Islrom
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was continually buy lag hind, while the barrier, with the speed
States
United
in
the
delivered
Cuba,
evi
he pens of Colonel Max. Frost, editor Democratic National Committee,
medicine tor my kidneys, and if a man of terror aud hate, sought desperately
Senate some fifty years- ago, the eloto reach his assailant with his beak,
lv knows something mom gamins
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Fe
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every now and then i0 cents
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the
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,
the
attorney general
ion ftnrt fu 0PIU3
anntier time, he In his
Paul A. F. Walter, post master ial reports by
vniii counter attack; but a sudGreat Britain as "the bloody old bruis- tlnn, and
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news
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Colonel Frosl is tho
practices
half tore Hie mini; from bis hold and
down and dragging out everybody in
man of the southwest and dur hotels at West Baden and French slightest effect on my kidneys or back- swung him for one brief moment withhis way, and seizing and holding what- paper
are ache, al. least l was unable to notice in distance of that
Indiana, which
a long period of years has been Lick Springs,
rending beak.
ever he could lay hands on and need- lug
men in New Mexi- owned by a corporal Ion of which the any. When an attack of backache Kip; a big red gash gaped open on the
of
one
foremost
the
an
not
It was
ed in his business.
head and reached the virulent stage, 1 was com- mink's writhing flank, and he let go
co. No person is more familiar with Honorable Tom Taggarl,
unfaithful likeness of John Bull, who
pelled to stop work for an hour until and tumbled back among the roots.
ComNational
Democratic
Frost.
of
the
Colonel
Mexico
than
New
front,
the
then, as now, had possessions In evspasm disappeared. When wrest- Up leaped the hawk, his pearly white
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a
shorter
'Mr. Walter has had
mittee, Is the manager and president.
breast streaked and blotched with
ery quarter of the globe and the sound dence in the Territory, but Is an ac
with these In- ling with an attack of backache,
connection
his
Probably
went to Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's blood from bis wounded leg. Like
of whose garrison drum heat was
eondi
Colonel
with
It
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in
associated
and
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tive man,
gambling
Kidney Pills. There must be more magic the cries of all but the kingheard around the world.
Frost, in Ihe newspaper business up lions were recommendations for his se than
ordinary merit In that prepara- birds were hushed, while, still screamWithin the memory of men not yet to
the time of his appointment to the lection to the important political po tion, for a course of the treatment for
ing with rage aud hurt, the hawk rose
oM, England, In the name of humanity,
sa.be.'
holds.
he
which
Quien
himself
very sition
postmustership, and is
a short lime positively stopped the heavily skyward and marked his cours
made an expedition into Egypt, got
familiar with the Territory, having of
athwart the wind for the shelter of the
trouble."
possession of the country In trust for late years written a number of articles
The recent sale of the Torpedo
Price 50 woods. Harold S.'Demiug In Harper's
all dealers.
sale
For
by
to
In
fee
civilization, and holds it
MounCo., Buffalo,
cents.
Magazine.
setting forth the advantages of that group of mines in the Organ
this day in the name of British in
,
tains eighteen miles east of Las
New York, sole agents for Ihe United
Territory,
In
terests. It cost her considerable
pprnlan Dramatics.
for a large sum to a Chicago dtates.
'The book they are now offering to
A traveler, speaking of some of the
money and not inconsiderable In blood. those interested or who may become company, is pretty good proof that Remember the, name Doan's and
oddities of Persian customs when view-- i
She got ready to fight France about Interested In New Mexico is the most New Mexico has some mines that are take no other.
ed with occidental eyes, said:
If
her
It. and would have
fought
complete publication dealing with the proving bonanzas. It Is said that
"Denendins as we do unon Illusion
France had not declined the gage. resources of that Territory that has the sum paid for the property was SANTA FE EXCURSION
and scenic effects In our theaters, the
EAST
RATES
She bullied Russia on account of It. ever fallen under the
eye of the writer. $325,000. This salo was bona fide as
of a Persian play by naSlimmer rates have been made by presentation
or a thing of close kin to it. Only It contains almost BOO pages more It was made by the receiver of the
strikes the westerner
tive
performers
ot
In
states
the
yesterday she would have boxed Tur than 200 of which are occupied by court having the properly In charge, the Santa Fe 1o iolnts
as little short of ridiculous, the extreme
key's jaws over It If Turkey had not handsome Illustrations which catch V being in litigation. A few sales Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, solemnity of all concerned making the
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
scampered out of the way.
the eye and Invi'e a perusal of the of this kind will attract attention South Dakota, Memphis, Tcinn., Wis- appeal to hilarity all the stronger. In
We are not prepared to say that man
one of their favorite miracle plays the
printed matter. The book is gotten to New Mexico mines and will be consin and Wyoming.
has yet practiced a more effectual up in such stylo as to compel a fol
prophet Is supposed to ascend to heavminof
to
more,
the
than
a
Utile
productive
These rates am
great good
en, and this dramatic Incident Is acway of promoting what we call civl lowing to the end by him who begins ing industry of the Territory.
one fare for the round trip. The
by the very simple ezpedl
complished
lization than England adopted cen- to read."
round trip rate to Chicago be.ng $18.X5. ent of
drawing him up from the stage
turies ago and continues to this day. It
Colorado during the past fiscal year Kansas City $.15.85, 8t. Louis $43,115, and out
A New Mexico Delegate, while he
of sight with a block aud
Is very simple. The army advances may be vote and voiceless in the House produced S,S2(1,000 tons of coal valued Memphis $45.50. Dates of sale, June
tackle. The tackle Is attached to his
1st.
9t:h
heath
Is
.Tune
Into
to
and shoots civilization
the
an increase of 1st and 2d.
Ifilh, July
of Representatives, has an easy time at $10,810,000. This
belt by an attendant iu plain view of
en. 1 hat is the British plan; it is also of It whenever he succeeds in securing 32.5 per cent, over the year previous. to 10, good for return passage unMl the audience. So
strong, however, is
the German 'plan in Africa and the a nice plum for his constituents, or for New Mexico made even a greater gain, October ;ilst, for particulars call on the Imaginative power In the oriental
r'e.
total
the
of
Santa
the
tonnage
although
produced agents
American plan in 'the Philippines. It one of the towns In his district. Decent
that many of the onlookers will be obIT. S. I.UT7..
is the only plan the heathen under people all over the Territory applaud was less than one fourth of that of
openly." Harper's
M.
N.
Agent., Santa Fa,
Wwtv
stands. England has been lavish of him for such work and the other kind Colorado. However, at the. present
rate of progress, New Mexico will
blood and treasure In Egypt. Her mis he need not care for. In Kansas there
catch up to the Centennial State
SUMMER TOURIST RATE8
The Gardener.
slon is to make an Immense cotton Is a different situation. Congressman
It is at once the joy and the despair
many more years.
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
Scott
an
of
secured
appropriation
plantation of the delta and the valley
June 1st to September lioih tne of a gardener that his work is never
for a new
building for
of the Nile.
His materials are growing,
There is only one man In New Mexi- Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver done.
the town of Iola and now about forty
There are some fanatics over there towns of similar size in his district co who has thus far issued specifica- and return at, the rale of $22.50; Colo- changing, ever varying things. This is
who have given a deal of trouble. are
jumping all over him, calling him tions for the constitution of the new rado Springs. $lfl.5!i; Pneblo, $17.55. an endless delight to a man who lives
They murdered Gordon, and were an lngrate, nn imbecile, untrustworthy state of Arizona
If a certain Carls-ha- Tickets on sale daily and are good for with his garden and watches his plans
grow up. When he makes a garden for
murdered by Kitchener; but some of and valueless ns a representative.
had
his
there would be return passage until October 81st.
way
jurist
another It Is a different matter. Then,
S. LVTZ, Agent.
them got away from the resolute and Such Is life in the Sunflower Slate. no necessity of calling a constitutional
after spending his best thought and
Santa
Fe, N. M.
is
difference
The
in
stern
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Alva,
certainly
greatly
implacable Kitchener,
convention, for he has the whole mat-- t
skill, the garden must be turned over
of
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favor
New
and
Mexico,
Delegate tor disposed of by this time. His ideas
capable as frarnese, tortunate as
into the bands of the Philistine, who
TO CLOUDCROFT.
is a pull" are
rather good.
Cllve, and are again giving concern Andrews has a "pull that
'A Summer Resort In Our Own Terri- may, doubtless will, spoil his color efmuch pleasanter
to the home office. Parliament Is con- it is evidently
fects, make gaudy what before was
to be the delegate from this Territory
tory.
is
Everything is very busy at Belen,
sidering it, and the government
.lime 1st. good for re- rich, Introduce tawdry display where
than to be the Representative from
Commencing
the town a, the junction of the Eastern turn
These)
alarmed. The Liberal party would one of the Kansas
a
districts.
September 20th, 3906, the Santa before was sensitive delicacy.
much rather make money for English,
Railway of New 'Mexico and the At- Fe Central Railway, In connection are the things that try men's souls and
chison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway with the E. P. ft S. W. Railway will will continue to try them until the own
merchants than glory for English' sol
DO NOT PAY. in the Rio Grando
dediers. That was the Gladstone idea WHITE SHIRT JOBS
Valley. Belen bids pell round trip tickets at the low rate ers of large places acquire some
underwhich fair to become one
At
the
American
and
of
with
Institute,
sympathy
gree
deof the largest of $14.f,5. For advertising matter
and a more eloquent orator than Is
holding its annual sessions at N
and busiest cities In the Sunshine scriptive of Cloudcroft, call on or ad- standing of
Gladstone made the declaration that
Haven, Connecticut, the assertion was Slate wittliln a
the British lion ought to die. It was made and not denied that In one half
very few years. Keep dress S. B. Urimshaw, fienera! PasChlld'a View of Art. '
senger Agent.
that Idea that surrendered to the of the cities, school teachers average your eyes on Belen.
A lover of rare old china had a col
Boers after Majuba Hill and cost the less than servant girls in their wages,
lection that was the envy of her visit- Secretary of War Taft is of the oprtno Hair n little cirl enmp with
nation the great war for the conquest that the average salary of women
nn
inion that Uncle Sam will build and
of the Transvaal.
her mother for a call, aud. being seatteachers in the elementary schools of
the
Panama canal In seven
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
ed in the living room, wonderlngly
The present Liberal government is the larger cities is only $550 a year completeflood
for you, Mr. Secretary!
years,
Commencing May 1st and until Sep- eyed the array of antique dishes. The
not inclined to repeat that costly mis and that the wages of skilled labor The work is at
present under your tember 30rh the Santa Fe will sell tickchild's
take, and the "fanatics' of Egypt will are from 25 to 100 per cent, higher charge and will remain so for two and ets on each Tuesday, Thursday and hostess was much pleased at the
evident admiration of her treasures and
of
are
those
than
teachers.
Yet,
there
befeel the edge of the British sword
f
The country will watch Saturday to Los Angeles and San Diyears.
"Well, my dear, what do you
fore the snow flies if they do not twice as many applicants for the posi- Its progress and will keep you tn your ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90 said, of
think
my china?" The child looked
tion of teacher than there are places
manners.
their
mend
for the round trip. Return limit, of up, and
to fill. It is this overcrowding of the word,
pity was in ber eyes as she
r
ticket. November 80th, 1906.
Verily the thing we call civilization
asked, "Hasn't you dot any pantry?"
which is partly to blame,
profession,
The Empire State is evidently hold allowed In California. For particulars
leaves a bloody trail. Perhaps that 4s for the low salaries
paid. The idea of
its own, especially In the matter ca on agents ot the Santa Fe.
the only sort of trail it can make
ttot Matched.
a white shirt sleeve job with only five ing
of divorces. During a recent, session
H. 8. LUTZ, Agent,
"Mustache cups?" said the salesman.
hours a day and five days a week ot
N.
M.
Santa Fe,
of the Supreme Court of the State of
A VERY CREDITABLE SHOWING
"Yes, sir. Here's a pretty deslgu. Cup
work, three months' vacation and fairaud saucer $1.98."
The assessed valuation of property ly good social position being thrown New York, Judge McLean heard and
"But," said Mr. Nurlch, "that ain't
for taxation in this Territory for the In, not to speak of opportunities to disposed of 92 divorce cases in four
saucer that goes with it."
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the
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days.
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present year
"Oh, yes."
for young women ano
by a goodly sum. This must be ful magnet
"Not much it ain't. There ain't no
salaries are
The chances are that Secretary of
ascribed to the following principal young men even though
mustache guard on It. "Philadelphia
few, Never- War W. H. Taft will sit down on the
small
and
good
positions
reasons: Increases In the amount and
Press.
theless, it were well for parents to Bryan Democratic Presidential boom
value of taxable property; better as
give their boys and girls a manual In 1908. Jf the
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
secretary gets a good
I'aneeeuarr.
sessment methods and the exercise of
training and to urge thlm to take up
Arrive.
"Monsieur," said the duelist a second,
more care and efficiency by boards some trade rather than to set their square plump on that boom It will
12:H p. m. "all Is ready. Let me shake your
of county commissioners and asses ambition upon being school teachers, be flattened out and no mistake about, No. 721
No. 723
4:15 p. in, band."
it.
sors; the effective and energetic work unless they manifest a special aptitude
"Volla!" exclaimed the duelist, with
No. 72B
S;4np.ra.
of Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- for that profession and are satisfied
chattering teeth. "Can you not see eet
Oepsrt.
There is considerable difference In
ford and the excellent working of the with a small pecuniary reward.
9' "a a. m. ees shake too much as eet ees?"
,
the opinions expressed by republican No. 720
law known as the traveling auditor
No. 722
4:2"
p. m. Philadelphia Ledger.
and
democratic
newspapers upon the
law. In addition to the above It is
France is considered anything but doings of the first session of the 50th No. 724
....7::wi p. m.
The left side of the face Is usually
gratifying to note that tax collections Puritan and yet, the French chambei Congress. The
No, 722 connect ft b Nn. I west.
Republican pnpers
considered by artists to be more beauare greater than ever before, owing to of deputies this week passed a compul hold that that
No 724 connects with No 7 west.
broke the record
body
tiful than the right.
a better, more effective and more hon sory Sunday observance law. What Is for good
No. 1 stops at ail stations. .
legislation; while the Demoest collection of and accounting for more, this legislation was demanded cratic papers Insinuate that It came No. 7 will atop at all stations, Lamy
tllerallr Traaalated.
tax moneys received by the collectors by the laboring men who are suppos very near breaking the country. Take to Albuquerque to discharge passenOn visiting Ireland the great traveler
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the
urgent
from
Fe.
Santa
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your choice!
from property owners. The showing
Livingstone was much feted. In DubSunday. The law will
H. S. LUTZ,' Agent.
lin at a dinner party he happened to be
which will be made In these lines by of a
of
with the present system
The City Council of the City of SanCity Ticket Office. Craton Blk., east placed next to a literary lady who was
this Territory for the present year do awaylabor in France.
Just think ta Fe by a sufficient majority is not side Plaza, htuta Fe, New Mexico.
a very stout woman. Sbe worried him
will be very creditable and. satisfac Sunday
of a New Mexico Sunday In gay
very much of a reform body, but then
about the language of the savgreatly
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not
not
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good
tory although
votes count in the city council as they
ComThe
New
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cannibals
age
among whom .he bad
Printing
great as In reality It ought to be.
do on election day.
pany Is prepared to fill promptly and managed to live and wanted to know
satisfactorily all orders for engraved the sound of their language. He spoke
The single statehood statesmen in
Raton has been given free mail deThe state of Colorado has just col- visiting ' cards, marriage announcesentence of it to satisfy her, and sbe
far
lected $280,000 inheritance tax from ments, Invitations and all work of that answered, "Being translated, what
livery by the postofflce department. New Mexico they are few and
How these (instances of distress In between will find on November 6th the Stratton estate. No wonder, Colo- kind. Prices as low ns compatible does that mean?" "It mns," he rebusiness circles and great tax burdens next that they are out In he cold. No rado ran tfford to call out the militia with good work. Call at the New plied, "there is great cutting on you."
borne by property owners and business United States Senatorshlps will be in every once In a while to quell strikes Mexican office and examine samples
and labor riots.
and prices.
men are Increasing! Is It not awful?
slgrht for them.
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BERGERE

GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO

Sfc'y-Trea-

PENN

OF PHILADELPHIA,

self-sam-

,

Court, Fidelity and Public Officl.nl Bonds Lowest Rates,
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

On of the Best Hotels

k the West

CuJjfae and Table Service Unexcelled

Largs Sampk Rooms for Cottmetctal Travelers.

INCOME & GABLE, Proprietors.
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Co., of

Rational Surety
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PA,

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

'
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FOR

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

-
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MP

I
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HOTKI,

s

American and European Plan. Commodious (Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Uoom a Good One Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

1

Cof onacto Hotel

Foster-Milbur-

Cru-ces-

The Host 50c Rooms in the Southwest.
KesUnirant in Connection.

Short Orders Served Night and Day.
Nebular Meals, 2f(.
First C!l33 Spanish Pishi.
Kverylhing in Season.
222 San Frsncisco St.
South Side Plaza.
Si'Tvea

0. LUPE I1ERRERA, Proprietor.
SANTA VK, NEW MEXICO.

SAfiTA FE

SAfllTAPH

Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
COTTAGES

TENT

e

THE

FOR

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

$G0,-00- 0

leading medical authorities. PerSeparate hospital for fever
and other patients. For further particulars address,
DR. J. H. SLOAN, Medical Director, SANTA FE, N. M.
Diet,

post-offic-

and treatment as approved

by

sonal study and attention given each case.

Fresh Fruits In Season.

Fresh Flowers All the Time.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon, Garden.
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

art.-Cent- ury.

Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

California

& MONTENIE

IUDR0W

-

one-hal-

Stop-ove-

Undertakers acd

Cobalaers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dtdfow'i Office Btsildins.

QJ2

Day TckpoM 35.
X. M. Ummum,

Jssms

fjs. tVal a

THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Atjitomofcile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

wide-ope-

Par-ees- !

The short line between Santa P .,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
nd the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and malls at least 24 hours In
time In making these points; also connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for all points east and
vest.

,

J. W.

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This Is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mall, but under favorable conditions, the trip Is made In
about half the time. Grips and hand
saehels carried, hut cannot handle
trunks at present.
4 a. m.,

STOCKARD; Manager, Roswell, New Mexic

tFRIDAY, JULY 13, 1906.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
MINES

TI(E FIRST

pTIOflAL BAJliy

OF SANTA FE.

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1170.
RUFUS J. PALEN, Presldsnt.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Caahlsr.
Capital

urslua and Undlv! 'ad Profit

10,00.

i,0H.

Trantacta a general banking bualnaaa In all Ita branohea.
Loana
money on the mojt favorable urma on all klnda of personal and collateral aecurlty. Buys and telle bonoe and atocka In all marketa for
Ita customers. Buy ana Mile domestic and f oral an exchange and
makes telegraphic tranafara ofmonay to all parte of the civilized
world on aa libe.nl terms at art ylven by any moneytranemlttlng
agency, public or private. Interett a'lowed on time deposits at tha
rata of three per cent per annum, on a tlx month' or year'a term.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products,
The bank execute all orders of Ita patrons In tha banking Una, and
alma to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, aa la con- alatent with safet) and the principles of sound banking. Safety Da- poalt boxes for reu. The patronage of the public It retpsctfully to
doited.
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NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
TUB MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MBXICO
Established and Wtipported by tlie Territory.
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MINING.

Lincoln

County.
I). I. Gelder, of Chicago,
Illinois,
heavily interested In the Eagla Mlatng
Comipany last week, inspected
the
camp at Parsons. The company has
a six Huntington treating the ore from
the Parsons mine.
McKinley County.
John Jennings, formerly of Berwind,
Colorado, where he was employed by
the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company,
has been appointed superintendent of
the American Fuel Company at Gallup, to succeed Superintendent McGinn who has resigned.
Taos County.
A. D. Parker of the Little Gem, near
Anchor, while at work on a drift
getting out some very rich ore to run
through an arrastra, was caught by
a cave-Iof rock and dirt. His right
shoulder blade was broken and his
body badly contused, especially his
arms and hips.
Colfax County.
Five thousand
dollars was the
highest bid received for the dredge
of the Oro Mining Company on the
Moreno Placers. Th sale was at Raton by the receiver of the
company,
lamps K. Hunt.
The buyer was
Charles Springer. Other litigation
against the company is pending, which
although very successful financially at
first, has failed for a large sum.
Otero County.
The Southwest Compnny rontem-platethe erection of pig iron furnaces
and structural steel works at Oro
Grande, thus to utilize the large iron
deposits it has acquired. For the present fifty carloads of the ore are to be
sent east for experimental purposes.
At the bottom of the mine working
shaft of the Nannie Baird at Oro
Grande, .gold in which free ore Is
found has been uncovered..
The ore
was found in following the vein, at
a point 305 feet southwest of the crosscut from the shaft.
Dona Ana County.
George E. Fitzgerald is at the head
of the Chicago syndicate which last
week paid Receiver Nicolas Guiles
1325,000 for the Torpedo mine at Organ. Owing to water in the shaft
only the dump of the mine has been
worked of late, and this alone has
paid expenses as well as yielded sufficient to pay off some of the old debts.
It will take three weeks to complete
the arrangements for the transfer of
the property to the new owners who
will unwater the shaft imnwi'"
and will push operations upon a large
scale.
Chaves County.
Joseph E. Carper has discovered a
large deposit of yellow ochre thirtysix miles west of Roswell. Before ac
live development work is begun, the
ochre is to be carefully analyzed by
eminent chemists abroad.
Grant County.
The Ho'rmosa Company has given
to the Commanche Smelter at Silver
City the contract to treat the 15.000
tons of ore of the Ivanboo dump, The
Santa Fe will build a spur of the Han
over branch from San Jose to the

PACE THREE

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS.
There
uionofili.lou
no surer
mouev to

la
or safer tnventment thuri
handle
llku thia. and the man with
innMa r.Uv Prnnarv hut t taka
small, .lapltal is barred. Growing new towns, with conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity to the small Investor to place hla savings
wnere tin money will earn a handsome profit, equal in
to that of hla more fortunate brother with larger means. This chance u otrereu at
proportion

THE GATEWAY

Which has all the things necessary for the building of a Rood, substantial town, including walr of good quality, abundant la quantity at a depth of 35
feet below the surface, located In and tributary to the finest section of grazing country in the Southwest with agriculture In Ita infancy; as fine an all
around climate as there is In the world, with a pushing, energetlo class of citizens and two railroads, one the new A., T. & 8. F. Short Line to the
Pacific, Wlllard has toade a most phenomenal growth and the price ot lota will soon advance. Better coma now. Tha townslta U owned by

Wiliard Town and Improvement Company.
WILBUR A. DUN

LAW, Vic Pres.
LOUI3 C. BECKER, Treasurer.
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
Secretary.
Carl A. Dalles, Manager ot The John Becker Co. Store at Wlllard, has charge of the aale Of loU In the absence of Mr. Corbett.

JOHN BECKER,
WM. R. BGRGEIL

Pra.

Aud Uou. Mgr.

vould be obliged to reenter the market
;nd pay their asking price, which was
s it turn
IS
delivered 30 days.
ed out the latter view was corroct, fie
consume''!? appearing In the uia"ket
again toward the end of February and
bidding the price up not only to the
asking price of the large producing In
terests, but also, before long, be
ginning to manifest a willingness to
for many
cover their requ;renients
months ahead at that price. On the
oilirii hand, the producers displayed
srrai moderation, making no effort
ti, jKhtiPce the price further, wnwh
later on they could readily have done,
but rather aiming to establish a steady
market, which wouul ho'd well toward
the end of the vea. or as long as
There liaa been no combinapossible.
or rather
tion among the
the marketing, interi'bls to carry out
this policy, but each one, acting in
dependently, ha-- conformed to it in
a general way.
Along toward the middle of the
spring the deman.l for foreign buyers,
who do not cover heir requirements
so far ahead as the domestic, together
with that of some belated consumers
led to an advance In the price for
prompt and nearby shipments, which
raised the general average of the marThere was sufficient
ket to IS
copper available to meet these require
ments without bringing about any further advance. In fact, more copper
appears to have been reserved for
such purposes than was actually needed, and when about the middle of June
the speculative decline of standard at
London unsettled conditions abroad
and the home demand for prompt
shipment became less urgent, the price
naturally settled back to the holding
figure established in the early part
of the year and maintained continuously for a large part of the consumption.
At the present time, there is nothing
to indicate any flaw in the general
soundness of the situation. There has
been an Increase in the domestic pro
duction ot copper during the last six
months, but nowhere near so largo an
Increase as was foretold during tne
The production has
early months.
been estimated In the trade as Indi
of.940,000,-00eating a total for the year
The proto 950,000,000 pounds.
duction in 1905 was 871, 631,245 pounds.
Domestic consumption has undoubted
been
ly Increased largely, but this has
of
partially offset by a smaller volume
exports. It Is to be remembered mar
the great demand from China, which
was so potent a factor in the export
trade of a year ago, is no longer ex
istant.

NEW MEXICO
HAPPENINGS
Socorro County,
City Marshall Mollno of Socorro was
under the painful necessity of placing
Perfecto Maes In the county jail Tues
day morning. The marshal says that
Maes drew a gun on him. The prisoner was in a pretty badly batterea
condition when he found safe

AT DENVER.
ELKS' CONVENTION
Amusement Program.
July 16th, Wild Went Show.
July 17th, Elitch Gardens, Band Concert at City Park, Automobile rides
about the city.
July 18th, Monster Band Parade of
Band conall bands In attendance.
test at Manhattan Beach.
July 19th, Elks parade and Fire
works at City Park.
July 20th, Excursions to all Mountain Towns and Resorts.
Electrical display nightly, the finest
ever given In America.
In addition to above, entertainments
of various kinds dally and nightly to
which invitations will be necessary.
Excursion train carrying Santa Fe
Lodge will leave via D. & R. G. R'y
Sunday, July 15th, at 11 a. m. Fare
going July 13, 14, 15 and 16. Returning,
any date prior to August 20.
Sleeping car reservations can be secured on application to any D, & R. G.

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the beat fruit ranches in
northern Santa Fe County, about twenty miles from this city, is for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Max. Frost, Box No. C.-SanU Fe,
New Mexico.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

ATTO RN E

W.

President Charles R. Keyes of the
MAX. FROST.
School of Mines at Socorro left Thurs
Attorney at law.
day morning for a month's absence.
Sni t
New Mexico.
Doctor Keyes will visit northern New
New
Mexico, Colorado and possibly
RICHARD H. HANNA,
York City before his return. He will
Attorneys at Law.
then spend a month In Mexico and
Phone 66.
Office, Griffin Bik.
Central America.
RBOENT8 Nathan latH, W. M Reed, VV. M, Atkinson, W. A.
C. II. Elmerdorf, general manager
W. PRICHARD,
for the Socorro Company, was In SoFlolay and E. A. Caboon
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
corro on business Tuesday. Mr.
COL. J, W, WILLSON, Supt.
For particulars addrtmi
Practices in all the District Courts
is pushing his company's im- agent
and gives special attention to cases
portant enterprise on the Bosque del
before the Territorial Supreme Court
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
Apache grant, and results of profit
Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
to the company and to Socorro county
reThe new marriage license law
as well, may be expected In due time. quires probate clerks to post three
BENJAMIN M. READ,
The severest earthquake that So- copies of the new law in conspicuous
Attorney at law.
In
New
in
each
The
corro
has
precinct.
many years places
exeprienced
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
These Celebiated Hot Springs are tuise waters t as been thoroughly test
has
awakened the city's sleeping popula- Mexican
printed the law neatly Office, Sena Bik.
Palace Ave.
located In the midst ot tie Ancient ed by the miraculous cures attested to
tion at a quarter past three o'cloca on cardboard and is now ready to fill
in the following diseases: Paralysis
last. Monday morning. The rumbling orders in English or Spanish at fifty
miles west
Jllff Dwellers, twenty-fivRheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption
CHAS. A. LAW,
aud the rockiug sent the frightened cents for each poster. Probate clerks
of Taos, and fifty miles north of SanU Malaria,
Bright's Disease of the Kid
Attorney-at-Law- .
should enter their orders immediately,
ones
the
into
and
air,
open
scurrying
from
an
mllea
about twelve
Ke,
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec
U. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.
of
the
not
order
upon
they
"stayed
Station on the Denver and Rio ttona, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
New Mexico.
Clayton,
Old Chronic Sores.
their going." There was a general:
Grande Railway, from which point a Fenial Complaints, etc., etc. Board
As a dressing for old chronic sores
of things and a bit of loose
rattling
and
$1
to
$2.60
per day;
the springs. longing
bathing
dally line of staves runs
N. 8. Rose.
plaster here aud there was thrown there is nothing so good as Chamber- George Spence.
The temperature of these waters Is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
but no damage was done So- lain's Salve. While it is not advisSPENCE A ROSE.
down,
and waits for SanU Fe
from DO to 122 degrees. The gases are Denrbr
able to heal old sores entlrelyl they
corro Chieftain.
Attorneys,
carbonic. Altitude, 6,090 oeL Climate train upon request. This recort la at
should be kept in a good condition, Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
Otero County.
Is
at
all
seasons
and
all
tractive
open
very dry and delightful the year
Little May Buck, daughter of Mr. and for which this salve Is especially valSpecialities, Notary in Office.
round. There is now a commodious winter. Passengers to' OJo Calient
Mrs. A. J. Buck of Alamogordo, was uable. For sore oipples Chamber- Estancla.
New Mexico.
hotel for tha convenience of Invalids can leave Santa. Fe at 9 a. m and
badly burned about the face and eyes lain's Salve has no superior. For sale
and tourists. These waters contain reach OJo Callonte at 1 . . m. the same
on the 4th "by the explosion of a fire- by all druggists.
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
1.C8J.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Saul
Some one standing near the
cracker.
Attorney at law.
to
Fe
OJo Cullente, $7 40 For fnrthei
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
If you want anything on earth try
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
child allowed a cracker to explode
Springs In tli world. The efficacy ol particulars, address
a
New
Mexican "ad."
near the little one's face, but the bum
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
is not of a serious nature. At first
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra CounSaved His Comrade's Life.
is was thought one eye had been
ties, Third Judicial District.
"While returning from the Grand
but at the hospital Dr. Brydestroyed,
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N. M
at Washington
an made a thorough examination and Army Encampment
A. W. POLLARD,
City, a comrade from Elgin, 111., was
found the burn not serious.
Attorney at law.
Suit to set aside a land patent has taken with cholera morbus and was
District Attorney, Luna County.
in
a
critical
Mr.
District
S.
J.
U.
condition," says
heen
brought by
New Mexico.
E. Houghland, of Eldon, Iowa.
"I Deming
Attorney YV. H. II. Llewellyn against
mine.
Mathias Ebert In the United States gave him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera J. H. Boaham.
C. Wade.
The 1U0 ton concent ruling plant,
court for the Flrsi Judicial District, and Diarrhoea Remedy and believe
BONHAM A. WADE,
I have been
his
life.
saved
engaged
bought by the Monarch Mining and
Otero County. Claiming that Ebert
Baa FrmMtaw ft root.
Attorneya at Liv.
for ten years In Immigration work
Development Company from H. L.
had been paid in full for his claim
Practice In the Supreme and Disand
conducted
to
the
many
parties
Roper and Company will arrive in four
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
and that it was a part of the reserva south and west. I
carloads at Lake Valley next month.
always carry this
tlon at the time his patent was Issued,
and have used it successfully Probate Courts and before the U. 8.
remedy
By that time the road from Lake Valthe plaintiff asks that his patent be on many occasions.' Sold
Surveyor Generals and U. S. Land
ley to the Carpenter District across
by all
Officers.
Las Cruces, N. M.
null and void.
declared
the Range will be completed. The
W. W. Lumbley and Miss Minnie
concentrator is to be In operation by
Unkeu, Baskets, Rag, Wax. Featehr and Linen 9rtnm Wart
E. C. ABBOTT,
(Homestead Entry No. 6411.)
If you cannot afford to pay for a
Moser, were married on July 3, at
November 1. The Monarch Mining anil
,
Opal. Turaaelsee, Garnets and Other ema..
Notice for Publication.
at law.
Alamoin
Attorney
Church
Soutih
Methodist
subscribe
for
the
Ir
paper,
dally
Developing Company
Weekly
UH MOTTO:
Te Have to Bst a Everythtag lei tar Una.
composed of
OfIn the District and SuPractice
Wisconsin men who have taken an Department of the Interior, Land
gordo, the pastor, Rev. W. J. Wright, New Mexican Review and get the
preme Courts. Prompt and careful atfice at Santa Fe, N. M.
option on the Grand Central and will
officiating. AV. W. Lumbley is a son cream of the week's doings, it is a tention
given to all business.
work it extensively for zinc ore which
July 32, 1906.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lumbley and a good paper to Rend to your friends.
District Attorney for the Counties
abounds in the Carpenter district.
Notice is hereby given that the
who
young man ot Industrious habits
C. P. Reamer, a lessee of the Han
The New Mexican can do printing of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Ban
wing-named
settler has filed notice has many friends who extend conover mine, this week took out a car of his Intention-tfinal proof
equal to that done in any of the large Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
make
is
9.
Moser
Miss
daughgratulations.
MANUFACTDRKH OF
load of ore that runs fifty per cent, in in
support of his claim, and that said ter of Mr. and Mrs. Eli Moser. The cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
t
we turn out. Try our work once
he
Since
commenced
work
copper.
IN
A. B. RENEHAN,
DEALER
will be made before the register home of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Lumbley work
two months ago, Reamer has shipped proof
exican Filigree
and you will certainly come again. We
Practices in the Supreme and Disor receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on will be Alamogordo.
several carloads of good ore to the
have all the facilities for turning out trict
Watches,
Jewelry
Courts; Mlnning and Land Law
August 23, 1906, viz.:
Guadalupe County.
smelter.
class of work, including one of a
every
SeeSpecialty. Rooms 89 Sena Blag.,
Pablo Chavez, for the NE
A man who gave his name as C. .1 the best binderies in the west
The Southern Pacific Railroad ComPalace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
pany has installed five Ingersoll drills 10, T. 11 N R. 13 E.
Youngley and a woman purporting to Modest Claims Often Carry the Most
ami
He names the following witnesses be his daughter, have been living in
Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Kiikj and In at. its stone quarry at Stein's Gap and
Repair of Pint Watches
Conviction.
CHA8. F. EA8LEY,
is working them by steam.
dlan Hoods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
Each to prove his continuous residence up- a tent in the west part of Santa Rosa
When Maxim, the famous gun in(Late Surveyor General.)
drill Is three inches In diameter and on and cultivation of said land, viz.:: About a month ago a little girl was
Went Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
ventor, placed his gun "before a com
Attorney at law.
will put in a twenty foot hole.
The
Frank S. Leyba, Nativldad Leyba, born and as the couple wanted to mittee of judges, he stated its car' Santa Fe
New Mexico.
holes are being put In a line, on a Luis Montoya, Macarlo Leyba, all of leave
Bl
to
the
child
Mrs.
to
be much below what Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
they gave
rying power
bench, sprung with dynamite and then Gallsteo, N. M.
bianita Martinez who had her bap he felt sure the glin would accomloaded with black powder.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
tized and christened. Manuel Tapia plish. The result of the trial was
EMMETT PATTON,
A rich struie was made recently on
Register and Mrs. Pedro Carriaga stood as therefore a great surprise, Instead of
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
the Granite Gap mines at a depth of 600
-- DEALER IN-F- INE
same
It is the
with
Box 9$, Roswell, New Mexico,
god parents. The name of Eloisa was disappointment.
feet by the United States and Mexico
the manufacturers of Chamberlain's Office over Citizen's National Bank.
bestowed upon her.
ore
AND
The
CIGARS.
Development
Company.
WINES, LIQUORS
body
About twenty-fivSanta Rosa peo Choiic, Cholera and Diarrhoea RemSYSTEM
D, &. R.
is fourteen feet wide and an assay of
Imported and Native WineB for Family Use.
They do not publicly boast Of
FRANK W. CLANCY,
a
of ladies, ac-- edy.
number
ple,
including
an
average sample yielded gold M
Santa Fe Branch.
all this remedy will accomplish, hut
OUR SPECIALTIE8-0- 1d
Crow, McBrayer
team
the
to
Attorney at law.
ball
Tucumcarl
of an ounce; silver 76 ounces, lead
companied
Effective Dec ember 10th. 1905.
to let the users make the state District Attorney for Second Judicial
Oueknlielmer Ryp, Taylor and Paxton, Old
on the "Glorious Fourth" to witness prefer
60 per cent, copper 3.5 per cent, sulments. What they do claim, Is that
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.
District
ST ROUID
the game between the Legal Tender it will
phur 3.7 per cent. Iron 2 per cent,
positively cure diarrhoea, dysPractices In the District Court an I
.9 per cent, lime 158 per cent, a Mo 426. MILB
of
SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA FE
Tucumcarl
and
the
Stars. The day entery,
No42fi
Stations
in
the
bowstomach
and
pain
the Supremsj Court of the Territory;
total value of $110 per ton. It is Raid
was perfect for the game, and the vis els and has never been
11:00
...0.. .Lf... Santa Fe
known to fall. also before the United States Supreme
Ar.. 3:30 p
to be the only ore in the Territory 12:5t ap ,..84..
, " ...Hapanola. ... Lv
itors were handsomely treated after For sale toy all druggists.
l:26p
Court In Washington.
..63.. . " ...Kmbudo
WM.o
s:llp ..61..
carrying less than one per cent of 8:00i,
" ...Barraum....
IV.M p the game.
silica. To get this ore to the surface 4:02 p ..81...
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
" ...Servllleta . ..
I0:2p
REMEMBERl
" ...TraPtadrati.
1U:0UD
It has to be hauled to the bottom of 4:2 o .91.
6:45 p . ill,..., " ., .Antoulto
The
New
Mexican
H:!0p
can do printing That the Bon Ton Is the only eating
a winze, then hoisted by a windlass ft:.) p
OSTEOPATHY.
a
...Alam aa
II Mp eoual 1o that done !n any of the large house in the city of Santa Fe that
120 feet, then hauled 1500 feet, then
llama ..M.... " ...Fuabl
"
'
4:3ISa ,.:VI1....
9. kip cities.
...C0I0.S
.
rlnff
Our
solicitor:
at
The
are
doors
of
open
keeps
night.
piece
hoisted with a windlass another ion 7:30a. .406. .. Ar...Jnvr
DR. CHARLE8 A. WHEELON,
It 7 01 p work we turn out. Try Every
our work once never closed and you can get somefeet and then hauled 2,000 feet through
Trains stop at Embudo for c iu:r and you will
Osteopath.
eat
nt
to
of
hour
the day or
any
a tunnel to the surface. For that reacertainly come again. We thing
No, 103 Palace Ave.
where good meals are served.
have all the facilities for turning out night.
son only four tons a day are being
At Antonlto for Durango, Silverton every class of work.
Successfully treats acuta and chronlo
Last month
Including one of
brought to the surface.
diseases without drugs or medicines.
the bpst binderies In the went.
H. E. No. 9536.
eleven men were worked and three and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
No charge for Consultation.
PUBLICATION.
FOR
of
sent
to
..
ore
NOTICE
carloads
the smelter,
m 2 5 p. m.
Phone 156.
Hours:
Intermediate
the
via
stand
point?
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
yielding a net profit of $2,200. A work ard
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ing shaft is to be sunk to open the narrow
gauge via Salida, making the
Herewith are some bargains offered
MINING ENGINEERS.
new find.
July 6, 1906.
AND THE NORTH AND EAST
entire trip in daylight and passing by the New Mexican Printing Com
On last Friday afternoon at Silver
folIs
that
Notice
the
hereby
given
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGS pany: Code of Civil Procedure ot the
CONY T. BROWN,
City, the smokestacks of the Coman. also for all
named settler has filed notice
points on Creede branch.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep lowing
Mining Engineer.
che smelter fell and carried two other
of
final
to
his
intention
make
proof
S. K. HOOPER,
bound $1; paper bound, 7Ge; Missouri
and Treasurer New Mexloo
smokestacks, those of the boiler house
via TORRANCE
In support of his claim, and that said Secretary
Q. P. A., Denver, Colo Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
Code
tchoel of Mines.
with them. Hot ashes which had been
New Mexico.
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt- proof will be made before the regis Socorro,
dumped at the foot of one of the stacks
ter
or
on
N.
receiver
at
Santa Fe,
M.,
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
had burned the wire stays of the stack
Herewith are some bargains offered Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English August 17, 1906, viz: Rafugio Gutier- CIVIL ENQ'Rt AND PURVEYORS.
and caused it to fall.
Com. leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish rez, for the S 2; NW 4, N 2, SW 4,
by the New Mexican Printing
The Copper Situation,
for the round trip, $16.90, tickets good Sec. 17, T 1 5N ,R 11 E.
The Mining and Engineering Journal pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
CORBET A 8MYTHE.
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
He names the following witnesses
of
New
1897,
Territory
Meilco,
sheep
sums up the copper situation as
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic
bound, $1; paper bound, 76c; Missouri Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50; to prove his continuous residence up
Engineers.
Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
A Wtde Vestlbuled, Electric
Pocket on and cultivation of said land, viz:
"At the beginning of this year the Pleading forms, ft; Missouri Code
Lighted Train
Assaying and General Contracting.
two
or
single, $1.25;
of Glorieta,
Gonzales
$6; the two for $10; Adapt Docket,
Rolbal
Juan
Pleadings,
y
consum
was
for
demand
slack,
copper
East side Plaza
Santa Fe, N. M.
RUNNING THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN
'
ers having fully covered their require- ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su N. M.
Court
Nob. 3 to 10, inpreme
Reports,
Mexico,
and
1899,
1901,
1903,
Albino
of
ments
excitement
Enslnas
of
M.
English
N.
the
Glorieta,
during the
Los
last month of 1905, some of them, In- and Spanish pamphlet, $2.35; full clusive, delivered at publisher's price,
Atanaclo RIbera of Glorieta, N. M.
RALPH A. MARBLE,
$3.30
each;
Flexible-CoveCompilation
r
Also Another Fast Thro' Train Dally.
Corporation
Sheriff's
As the dull leather, $3;
deed, having
Manuel Sandoval of Santa Fe, N. M.
Civil Engineer and Surveyor.
ness continued, different views as to Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding an)
United 8tatea Deputy.
the future of the market developed. more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su- 60c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Register.
full sheep, $6.50, delivered;
Reports,
IncllCourt
Noa.
believed
the
3
to
preme
that
Some
10,
Reports,
producers
New Mexico.
Estancla,
w
furnished
to
full list school blanks.
application
trip cheerfully
iax had been passed and made sales clusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
concessions.
Other pro- $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
at continuous
You can get some bargains in the
J. A. HILDEBTJANT,
V. E. STILES,
ducers, including many of the largest, Laws, 76o; Compilation Mining Laws,
The public is showing Its apprecia real estate line
now by calling
HIRAM T. BROWN,
were confident that the situation wad 60c; Money's Digest of New Mexto tion of the attractive circulars sent on the reliable right
General Passenger Agent,
Agent,
real estate dealers, CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
a Reports, full sheep, $2(0 delivered; out
and
that
after
strong
fundamentally
by the New Mexican Printing Hughes & Delgado Office west aide
.'
El Paso, Tex
U. 8. Mineral Surveyor
Torrance, N. M.
period of digestion the consumers full list school tanks.
Company, in regard to rubber stamps, of Plaia
faataaV
New Mexico.
all graduAte o( sinnJunl KaKirn
New bulUllns, all furul"hln as and equtptnnnt moduru an. I comHlmHi'lc-llghteHtitam-heated- ,
bath, water work, all convenience.
sloi,. KhIoii l
TUITION, 110AUD and LAUNDRY, M0 ur
hree tnrmn nf thirteen wunkn each.
ROSWELL lf a notcii hnalth rtxort, S,70ll rent above ea.viil;
Sunshine everyday-froSeptember to .limn.

EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS,

Coliegj,
plete;

0J0 CALIEJiTE I(DT SPRINGS.
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California, fjexico
AND THE WEST.

Kansas GtyySt. Louis, Chicago

2

Most Conveniently Reached
and

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"

Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.
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SHOES! LEADERS

HANAN

m

Bell, of Conejos, was In the
city today a guest at the Coronado.
L. R. Gompers, a tie contractor from
Rico, Colorado, was In town today on
I'. C.

We're After You, Sir

!

Want Your Feet!

We

We'll put them inside tlm bptt
pair of shoes ihey ever lived In.
We're after the trade of the

gammiirnm

PARTICULAR

MAN

ho wants th

BEST
in "Shoe-dom.thin, cun he .produced
Yes, and we're going to
get it, too.

HOW?
h'H
Why. with our handsome st
HANAN SlIOKS In
or hlRh-irrad- a
I alt skin, Patent
Ideal Kid and
Viol Leather; I.ace or l'.lneher
cuts, In all the laien. lasts and

patterns.

Elegant,

faultlessly

made shoe, that would cost more
money at most stores, per pair:

j

do

In

American
Gentleman

J A

pO.UU

$4.00 and $4.50.

For any of these price
we'll give you a full
measure of comfort,
durability and style.
A size and
width for
every
man's foot.
We are sole agents
for the FAY
Stockings.

Nathan Salmon
I
1

249

--

251-253

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

WINTER GROCERY CO.
CANON CITY

i
I

Strawberries!
Agents for

1

KNEIPP MALT COFFEE
M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

I

S. E. Corner Plaia, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

iiliWIHi1

IHCOKPOBTKD

H. B.

Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

B. S. Phillips, of Denver, who has
land interests in Rio Arriba County,
arrived in the city yesterday and registered at the Claire. He Is accompanied by .T. L. Geisler of Muscatine,

Grain. Flour and Potatoes. Stationeiy.

Iowa.

Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT

ATTENTION GIVEN
8XKTA

r,

MAIL.

business.
C. G. Rhodes, Denver traveling man,
looked after business matters today In
Santa Fe.
Mrs.
Joseph Burke of Pagosa
Springs, spent today In Snmta Fe, the
guest of friends.
'Mr. and Mrs. K. A. McBee, tourists
from Denver, were In town today,
sightseeing.
P. C. Doiley, a knight of the grip
from Kansas City, Interviewed local
dealers today.
S. C. Hall, Trinidad traveling man,
was In town today on one of his perio
,
dical business trips.
Antonio Laragoitn, a farmer from:
Taos, was in the city today and purchased ranch supplies.
S. R. Hinkle, a tourist from Ontario,
Canada, passed through the city today
en route to Los Angeles.
D. J. McCrounk, a Denver eommer-- !
cial man, arrived in the city yesterday
and today called on his trade.
.(. R. Teasdale, St. Louis shoe drumimr, spent today in the city on one
of his periodical business trips.
Frod Pauley, a traveling man fromi
San Francisco, was in town today and
attended to commercial business.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Chandler, tourists from Columbus, Ohio, wore in the
filly today, guests at. the Palace,
J. K. Ciiriihers, a knight of the grip
from St. Louis, arrived In the city yes-- !
terday and today called on his trade.
John Henderson and Charles Burke,
tourists from Louisville, Kentucky,
spent today in Santa Fe sightseeing.
G. C. Travis and 'wife, tourists from
Now York, arrived In the city yesterday and expect to be here several days.
M. A. Otero and son,
will reach home tomorrow evening
They left Chicago for Santa Fe last
night.
B. Harris, traveling out. of Chicago
for a wholesale mercantile firm, looked after business matters today In
the Capital City.
V.
James
Territorial
Secretary
Raynolds was a passenger for Las Ve
gas this morning and will return home
tomorrow evening.
Thomas Andrews of La Junta and
Jack Hill of Durango, employes of the
Denver and Rio Grande railroad, spent
today in Santa Fe.
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor of
the Santa Fe for New Mexico reached
Las Vegas yesterday from a visit to
Kansas City, Missouri.
Alfred K. Bradford, teacher at the
San Juan Pueblo, was in the city
yesterday on a visit to the U. S. In
dian Training School.
Miguel Martinez of Raton, and Simon
Vigil of Springer, farmers In their respective communities, were in town
today and attended to business.
Felix Martinez, of El Paso, Texas,
formerly a well known citizen of San
Miguel County, where he still has property, Is In Las Vegas on a week's visit.
J. Pauley, who has been employed in
the reclamation service in Colorado,
was in the city today en route to
having completed his work in
Colorado.
Mrs. Leonard Bond, daughter of
Hon. and Mrs. Trinidad Romero, who
has ibeen on a visit to relatives In
Las Vegas, has returned to her home
in Estancia.
Judge A. L. Kendall, member of
the Board of County Commissioners,
arrived in the city from Cerrillos yesterday and spent today looking after
business matters.
Mrs. Star Hayes, teacher at the
Indian Pueblo at Picuris, Taos County,
passed through the city yesterday to
spend her annual vacation with friends
in Phoenix, Arizona.
W. M. Rapp, of the architect firm
of I. H. and W. M. Rapp, Las Vegas,
was a guest at the Claire today. The
firm has charge of the construction of
the new Santa Fe County jail.
j

$6.00 and $7.00.
We also have, another line which comes cheaper
Uwn Make
prices Oxford and tligh-cnt- ,

F OUR

ORDERS.

N M

Whole Foot Nothing But Proud Flesh
Tried Different Physicians and
All Kinds of Ointments -C- ould
Walk Only With Crutches
Man Says

:

"CUTICURA REMEDIES
THE BEST ON EARTH"
"In tho year 1899 the side of my
right foot was cut off from the little
toe down to the heel, and the physician
who had charge ot mo
was trying to sew "P
the sido of my foot,
but with no success.
When he found out
that wouldn't work,
ho began trying to
heal the wound with
all kinds of ointment,
. until at last rny wholo
frmt. nnrl wnv nn
above my calf was
nothing but proud
flesh. I suffered un
told agonies for four years, and tried
different physicians and all kindsof ointments. 1 could walk only with crutches.
It is sixteen months ago since I began
using Cuticura Soap and Ointment for
my limb nnd foot. The first two
months the Cuticura Remedies did not
seem to work, but I kept on using t hem
both. In two weeks afterwards 1 saw a
change in my limb. Then I began using
Cuticura Soap and Ointment often during the day and kept it up for seven
months, when my limb was healed up
just the same as if I never had trouble.
"It is eight months now since I
stopped using Cuticura Remedies, tho
best on God's earth. I am working
at the present day, after five years
The cost of Cuticura
of suffering.
Ointment and Sonn was only 6;
but the doctors' bills were more like
600. You can publish my name and
refer any one to write to me alxmt
Cuticura Remedies. I will answer all
letters if postage is enclosed. John M.
Lloyd, 718 S. Arch Ave., Alliance, Ohio,
June 27, 1905."

Celebrated "Victor" Lines of
Athletic Supplies

228 San Francisco St.

:

Telephone

ing cards, marriage announcements,
Invitations and all work of that kind.
If you have anything to sell, rent or
exchange use the "Want" columns of
the New Mexican.
The New

Company

Mexican-Printin-

has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at live cents in book form,
but will give a discount on quantities.

LEGAL BLANKS!
TO THE LAWS OF
CONFORMING
NEW MEXICO.
The New Mexican Printing Company

facilities and most
modern machinery for doing all kinds
s
of Printing and Binding in
of Loose-lea- f
style. Manufacturers
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
a specialty. Best Book Bindery In the
Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
Amended Location Notice,
sbeet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet
Appeal Bonds,
sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond, on Continuance

has the largest

first-clas-

W. H. Sawyer, of Hillsdale, Michigan, a director of the American Lumber Company, who has been In Albuquerque on a visit on inspection of
the company's plant returned yester
.
day to his home.
Bond for Appearance, District Court,
sheet.
Judge C. D, Beamon, of Denver, so- Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
licitor for the Colorado Fuel and Iron Bond for Deed,
sheet.
Company, was a visitor In Las Vegas Bond, General Form,
sheet.
yesterday and attended the hearing Bond of Indemnity,
In the cases of the United States vs. Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen.
sheet.
the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company, Official Bond,
sheet
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
violaunder an indictment charging
sheet
Certificate of Election,
tions of the Interstate Commerce law
sheet
Letters of Guardianship,
by the said company.
sheet
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet
Judge Gardner Lathrop, solicitor of Letters of Administration,
the Santa Fe Railway system, with Administrator's Bond and Oat.h,
sheet.
headquarters in Chicago, spent yessheet,
terday In Las Vegas and represented Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
In Assumpsit,
his company In the hearing of the Declaration
in Assumpsit on Note,
Declaration
Interof
the
indictment for violations
sheet.
state Commerce law provisions, which
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
came up for trial at the adjourned
sheet.
of Mortgage,
Assignment
session of the U. S. District Court
without Insurance
Deed
Mortgage
for the Fourth Judicial District at
sheet,
;
Clause,
tho Meadow City yesterday.
sheet.
Options,
sheet
Mayor H. O. Bursum, of the city Notice of Protest,
of Socorro, is expected to reach the Notaries Notice of Publication,
sheet
city tomorrow on a few days' visit.
sheet
Deed,
Mayor Bursum has been very busy Warranty
sheet
Quit Claim Deed,
weeks
the
four
placing
past
during
Bheet.
and Sale Deed,
Bargain
in
of
Socorro
the waiter works system
Deed of Trust, full sheet
good condition. Owing to his efforts Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
the water supply has been increased Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
double and connections have been Homestead Application,
sheet
sheet.
Affidavit
plated in first calss shape and Socorro now enjoys a superior and abund- Homestead Proof, full sheet
sheet.
ant water supply. As there was no No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
money in the city treasury the mayor Desert Land Entry,
has done this at his own expense and Affidavit Required of Claimant,
--

--

4

--

SeligmanBros. Co.
Established

1856.

Incorporated

Our Goods Have the Call this Summer
We
Wc

Why?

carry the largest stock
have the most varied

assortment
We show the latest styles
We sell at lowest prices
We maintain the quality
We lead,

others follow

II will pay you to see our stock of Carpets and Curtains in fact everything
in our line and we earnestly request
you to Shop with us.

For Half

Century the leading Dry Goods House

a

P. O. Box,

'

in

the City of Santa Fe

'

81 'J.

phone,

Ho. 3(1.

Colorado

)

RASPBERRIES!

Vmmhhsii

at their best. Will also have California Strawberries and Blackberries
every Thursday.
Now

POULTRY

H. S.
Phone 26.

WEDNESDAYS

PUNE

FRIDAYS

&

& COMPANY

Leading Grocers.

phone 26

CUT PRICES!
cur

sheet
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Lode Mining Location,
Placer Mining Location,
sheet,
sheet.
Title Bond to Mining Property,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining Prop
erty,
shee.t.
Mining Deed,
sheet,
Mining Lease,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet,
Coal Declaratory statement with powe
Aflltla
of Attorney and
Size of Blank.
Inches.
Bheet. 7x8
sheet, 8xl4 inches.
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
Promissory Notes, 25- - per pad.
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
each.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
The two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
sheel
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheet.
vlt,
Notice of
sheet
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
sheet.
Miscellaneous.
Laws or New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
1903; English and Spanish; pamphlet, $2.25; full leather, i .00.
Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather
$1.00; paper hound, 75c.
Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish,
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Docket
single, $1.25; two or more hooka,
$1 each.
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nog. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, delivered
at Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75.
320 Page J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, $4.00.
e
480 Page
Journal, $5.75.
480 Page
Ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
sheet.
Gambling Table,
sheet
Application for License,
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
shet,;.
School Blanks.
Oath of School Director,
sheet,
Certificate of Apportionment of School
sheet
Funds,
District Clerk's Annual Report,

1903.

Wholesale and Retail
Dty Goods.

sheet
sheet,
Execution,
shcet.
Summons,
'
sheet.
Subpoena
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
sheet.
Search Warrant
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
Recorded Brand,
sheet; In Hooks
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Ven
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Bill ot Sale, Range Delivery,
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
sheet.
Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle:
Animals not, Bearing Owner's Re-- j
sheet.
corded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
Special Ruling Work our Specialty.
Our Blank Books speak for thetn
selves.
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
Auto de Prison,
pliego.
Declaraelon Jurada,
pllego.
Fianza OMcial,
pllego.
Flanza Oflcial y Juramento
pllego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pllego.
Contrato de Pa tldo,
pliego.
Escrltura de Renuncia,
sheet.
Documento Garantizado,
pliego.
Formula de Enumeraclon,
pllego.
Contrato Entres los Directores y Pre- pliegos.
ceptores,
Contrato de Combustible,
pllego,
Notas Obligaciones, 2fc por 50.
Libras Certlflcados de Bonos, $1.
Llbros d Reclbos, Snpervisnres rte
Caminos, ;5e.
plicgo.
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
Documento de Hipoteca.
pliego,
Documento Garantizado, extensa forma entera,
Certiflcado de Matrlmonto, 10c.

That is
will wait for reiinhursment.
the kind of a mayor to have.
Fred Fornoff, captain of mounted
police, is In Albuquerque on official
business.
C. V. Safford, traveling auditor, left
this morning for a trip which will
Include Las Vegas, Springer, Raton
and Tucumcari. He went on official
business.
Judge A. A. Freeman, well known
jurist, with residence in Carlsbad, Eddy County, and president of the Joint
Statehood League of New Mexico, Is
a guest at the Sanitarium, and will
remain here a few days.

The New Mexican Printing Company
Is prepared to All promptly and satisfactorily all orders for engraved visit-

'

sheet.
Township Plats,
sheet.
Sheep Contract,
sheet.
Agreement,
Application for License, Retail Llqunt
sheet.
Dealers,
Application for License, Games an
sheet.
Butcher's Bond,
sheet
Attachment Writ,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,

VMaUed Free, " Uo to Cure Skin and Mood Humors."

--

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE

--

l,
MIc.,
.Wc. (In form of Chocolate Coated Pilli, 2ftc. per vial
of flft), may be had of all drugKiHIB. A single net often curca.
Totter IJrtig ft Chem. Corp., Sole Props., Boston.

--

snd the name "Victor" Is a sure guar
antee that the quality is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
in stock Tents, Camp 8toola, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete camping outfit.

sheet
.
sbeet.
Lease,
aheet.
Letu of Persooal Property,
'
Cnattel Mortgage,
sheet,
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Bheet.
Acknowledgment,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
sheet.
Power of Attorney,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
mons,
sheet
Replevin Bond,
Forcible Entry and DeExecution
sheet.
tainer,
sbeet
Replevin Writ,
sheet
Replevin Auldavlt,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
Warrant,
sheet.
Commitment,,
sheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
General Blanks.

Complete Fjiternal and Internal Treatment for et.ry
riiimor, from Pimplit to Scrofula, from Infancy to akb,

--

It will pay you to see us first befors
buying any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,

ronsiitlna of Cuticura Soap, !i5c, Ointment,

The Legislative Manual for 190G or
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and official compendium of value to
every business man and officer and of
Interest to every citizen, S04 pages.
Price $1.F0. Address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe.

FRIDAY, JULY 13, 1906,

PRICES.

a quantity of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
We huva

are going to close out in the next
thirty Mays at great bargains. Now Is
ihe time to lit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret.
You
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments.
Call In and aee
our goods.

D.

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower San Francisco St., Santa Fs.

CARL A. BISHOP AND COMPANY

General Insurance Agents

Surely Bonds. Burglary Insurance. Investment Business.
fiBIFFIN BLOCK, SANTA FE,

Right-of-Wa-

N. JH.

CHARLES WAGNER

Ftwnittife Co.
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.

llAiiJtl
--

t

" rWrTOS

We

are as far

in

in representing

UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.

Charles W'djner, Licenced Embalrher.

the

the

PEOPLE

utaataaaatiai

hand-mad-

hand-mad-

e

sheet
Enumeration Form,
sheet
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
Certificate of Appointment
heet,
shoet
Contract for School Teacher,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet,
siheet.
Contract for Fuel,
sheet
Teachers' Monthly Report
Prices.
On
$ .05
or sheets, each....
1'
Full sheet each
.2
sheets, per dozen
.36
sheets, per dozen
.65
Full sheeU, per dozen
L75
sheets, per hundred
2.50
sheets, per hundred
4,00
Full sheets, per hundred
100 assorted blanks take the per
100 price.
On an order of 500 blanks, customer'
business card will he printed under 01
lnj without extra coit
--

--

lew pieuco Empi oyint Bureau
AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID,

Business of

Non-Residen-

ts

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House.
--

Lot.

Good Location.

Frttit Trees.
103 Palace Avenue.

Large
Plenty of
Then

No. 161.
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Anderson arrived In Lhe cil.y
yesterday and expects to open a tall
or shop here, in case hfi can tmd a
suitable location.
, Los Banadores Club will give its
anniversary dance tonight In Adam's
Hall, 10G Palace Avenue. The dance
will be tor club members only, no
Invitations having been Issued.
Passenger and frleght business on
the Santa Fe Railway system in and
out of Santa Fe has held its own and
more than Its own during the present
month. Freight business on the Denver & Rio Grande is rather quiet.
News come from Albuquerque to the
effect that Hon. Solomon Luna has
sold about 175,000 pounds of his wool
clip of the present season to L. A.
Hughes of this city. The price received by Air. Luna is not definitely
known, but is believed to be in the
neighborhood of 22 cents per pound.
The down town office oi- the Sanla
Fe Railway Company gleams resplendent 'today, with a fine now sign painted in black and gold upon the large
The new letpinto glass windows.
tering Is a great, improvement over
the old sign which had become pnrlly
obliterated with age.
Policeman Romtilo Lopez and Manuel Conzales prevented what
might
have been a serious runaway about
10 o'clock this morning.
The horse
hitched to Winter's grocery wagon
became frightened near the Santa Fe
depot, and started toward the business
part of the city. It. was turning the
corner near the store of David Low- B. F.

-

page nv

cotton from the trees to the ground
'USTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
where the flimsy stuff was quickly
The New Mexican Printing Company
haa prepared civil and criminal dockgathered up and carried away. As
a result, there was little cotton flying
ets especially for the use ot Justices
of the peace. They are especially
about the
streets today, to anruled, with printed headings, In elthe
noy the visitors and residents who
spend pleasant moments in the Plaza. Dr. Shoop's Night Core Soothes, Heals Spanish, or English, made of good record paper, strongly and durably bound
In this manner the obnoxious cotton
and Cures while the Patient Sleeps
with leather back and covers and cancan be controlled and the fire chief
vas, sides, have full Index in front and
said that the firemen would see to The best
Kmedr which physicians know for the fees of Justices of the
peace and
It .that the cotton did not In the future Female Trouble la composed ot
parts ot
certain white lily. To this are added
other constables printed In full on the first
give trouble.
remedies which are Intended to draw out the
The pages aro 10Vx6 Inches.
poisons and heal the Inflamed membranes. This page.
Frank DIbert, treasurer of the San- soothing
antiseptic iocul application la known Those books are made up in civil and
ta Fe Central Railway, will leave for uj uruuKisu nuu puynicians everywhere as Dr
criminal dockets, separate of 32
ir.
Night G'dhea- - bemui
a trip over the line Monday with the Shoop's
while the patient.
sleeps and the morn- - pages each, or with both civil and
mg nnds the pain, the
innammation,
roll.
the
pay
discharges, abated.
The lives ol many criminal bound In one book, 80 pages
P. L. Rogers, of Redcliffe, Colorado, women are records ir ir
civil and 320 pages criminal.
To inv 01 martyrdom.
They suffer, they
are sick, they
has taken a position as clerk In the never Know
troduce them they are offered at the
well day
yet
all
suffer
lug and slck- - following low prices:
office of the Santa Fe Central Rail- nessthis
Is many
timea uneoes- Civil or criminal
14.00
way, vice John Fielding, Jr., resigned. sary. Every
should be
made strong-- 0
Combined civil and crimlnnal.... 15.00
be made
Henry Pachecho, a well known resi- may
experience
the
and
For 46 cents additional for a single
vitality of to- dent of the fourth ward was serious- bust viffor
'
H
and
healthy
t
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
Car of Old Hickory Wagons have bouts, surreys, and platform spring
ly ill this afternoon with an ailment of inn number Itnfis mfferinz women that combination docket, they will be sent
the bladder. Dr. Sloan attended the Dr. Snoop sends this
arrived, and are now on sale. If you wagons. You need not send east, as
way to help. It ts to
these sick and aillm
case.
women that Dr. by mall or prepaid express, Cash, In are In the market for a good wagon, we will give you eastern prices with
Shoop's Night Cckk will come as a means full must
accompany order. State see the Old Hickory and get our freight added
One of the reporters of the New of real relief. You may not know your trouble
See line before purthe name pbyslcianH ifive It, but remember plainly whether English or Spanish prices. We have also
Mxican was quite dazed this forenoon by
buggies, road chasing,
DR. Shoop's Nioht Cdhk may be relied
upon
printed heading is wanted. Address wagons, steel and rubber tired rnna- oi ulceration, local pains, irritation,
and did not come too for two hours. iu u
weaknesses, Inflammation, congestion and all
He had been requested by a tourist Irregularities. Ask for Dr. Shoop's NlOBT
Our "Want" Column Is popular.
To Our Furniture
to place an Item in the local columns CrRi. Kecommended and sold by
i
of the New Mexican and had said that
If you cauuot afford to pay for u
Department
he would. The tourist thanked him.
we have added a fine line of Framed
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
BRIDE
IN
SPAT
Thnt was so unprecedented in occurNew Mexican Review
and Ret the
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
rence that the reporter was not himFACE OF GROOM cream of the week's doings. It is e
Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
self for several hours.
of Ullmnn & Co., New York. These
good paper to send to your friends
goods are attractive and ottered at a
Owing to the fact that the present Then Tore Marriage Certificate and
'
low price to Introduce them. It cost
Deserted Her Husband He
Legal Blanks of every description
city administration apparently prefers
you nothing to look at them and be
Wants Divorce.
and conforming to the laws of New
plenty of dust to sending around the
your own iudga.
on
Mexico
hand
are
and
sale
for
by
sprinkling wagon
SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
Pueblo, Coin. July Hi Alleging that the ew Mexican Printing Company.
the merchants of the city are doing
We have a full line of Gold Medal
his wife, who was then a bride, In a
their own sprinkling. Garden hose Is
and U. S. WEATHER BUREAU N0TE8.
paroxysm of rage and defiance
supplies, consisting of folding
being used to spray water over the contempt, spat in his face and tore in((its, tables and chairs. These folding
Mexico.
New
Forecast
for
dusty avenues and in front of business to small pieces their marriage certisupplies occupy no space and add
and Salurda
houses, each morning and evening. ficate, Charles Senators has filed n
Partly Cloudy
pleasure and comfort to your camp
While not as effective as the sprink- suit for divorce from Grace Senatore. w tli local Thunder morn
life. Also, full line of tents and
the
thermnmetiT
Yesterday
registnrrd
Call and see them,
ling wagon, yet the water distributed The couple were married six months as follows:
in this way aids to snmn
FRUIT JARS.
ago, but. tlio strain of domestic life
vun
?rt drws at
Maximum
We have a large stock of jars, all
with its unexpected upheavals and ll::m a. m.
relieving conditions.
lack of harmony ann love, lias proved
sizes and rubbers.
Minimum ti.iripni'iitiir' "iii deitreea at
David Gonzales has the
machinery
for the steam laundry which he will too much of a strain for him, so the 5:50 a. 111.
The mean t.nmperuturi1 for ilio 24 i
husband declares.
,
open in the near future ready for ac- hours was lirt Ntf .
wife
became!
ne
On June 13,
said, his
five operation. The
Menu rehiiivi? humidity 50 per cent,
SAVE YOUR ICE
machinery was
tried this week and found to work abusive and used a line of language-thaLowest temperature during last, night and
consequently your money by purwoud not bear repeating, even 5? decrees
well In every respect. An
experienced
chasing a refrigerator that is built
s
Temperature ut 1V110 1,. m. toony, 58
laundrymaii from Colorado Is on the in a divorce complaint, whicli
aud In the most modern
scientifically
some
contains
strong
decidedly
degree.
way to this city and will either take
style. We can sell you the best one
stntenients. She followed this up, he
a lease on the luundry or will
operate
Letter beads, bill neads, uol.e heads, on the market today and will guarthe same Jn partnership with Mr. Con-- j asserted, by deserting him, and she
antee it to give absolute satisfaction
zales. At present a great deal of the lived apart from him for one
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold or
we'll take it off your hands.
In response
returned
she
when
tiie
New
Alexican
week,
Comby
Printing
laundry work Is sent to Albuquerque
You will obtain more refrigerator
to
overtures.
his
low
rales and iu quantities to
unu L.as vegas when It could an'd
pany at
comfort In a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
re- suit. Satisfaction
I
13nt the reconciliation did not
should be done at home.
guaranteed.
than from any other cold storage box.
home.
to
Senatore
store
the
happiness
News has been received by friends
Saves ice, saves money, saves worry,
charged, was
of the deceased of'the death of Briga- Graco, her husband
saves health and saves work. Bookworse than ever, and to show lier ut! let for the
dier General Lewis H. Rucker, U. S.
asking.
ter disregard for his feelings, tore up
Army, retired at Los Angeles, Califor- the
ninrrige certificate and then spat
Ideas perfected, and
nia, Monday last. General Rucker was In his face. These actions not only
stationed in this city at the head- caused Senatore great mental anguish
models made from
quarters of the district of Now Mexico but he said it made him sick. For all
from
explanations. Machine, gun
while first lieutenant of which he asks a decree of divorce.
and regimental quartermaster of the
and bicycle repairing. Also
Ninth U. S. Cavalry, then under the
ORCHnew and second hand bicycommand of General Edward Hatch, BARGAINS IN
also now deceased. General Rucker
ARDS AND RANCHES cles for sale and guaranteed.
.
had many friends In this city and
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
In Grant County where he was well Located in the Fruitful and Far Fame,, Santa
Fe Voveiis
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
and favorably known.
Espanola Valley Thirty Mile
256 San Francisco Stieet 256.
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
North of Santa Fe.
When City Marshal Conklin this
Attention. Sand for Catalogue,
forenoon dpsired to use the hose of the
The following orchards and fairm
fire department for the purpose
of
510 South Broadway
ROWLAND & CO,
in the famed and fruitful
properties
flushing sewers, he was Informed by
LOS ANGEUvS, CALIF.
Ar- B
T. W. ROBERTS'
the chief that the city would have to Espanola Valley In southern Rio
ot New
pay $5 every time It used the hose and riba County In the Territory
a bargaSn.
0. K. BARBER SHOP
$1.50 for cleaning and flushing the Mexico, are for sale at
same after use. This action was There are satisfactory reasons for sellThree First Class Barbets.
Is one of the finest
brought about by the fact that at the ing. The section
New
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
in
not
only
and
fruit
agricultural,
last meeting of the city council when
& Best Tubs In City
The
southwest.
in
the
but
largest
Mexico,
the hill of the fire department for a
g
water for irrigation purposes
quarterly appropriation of $25 was supply of
The
nit
times.
all
stable
reached, Mayor Catron laid the same is ample and
down upon the table on his own mo- climate Is of the best. For particulars
estate and
tion. The members of the fire depart- address R. C. Bonney, real
HENRY KRICK
MexWHOLESALE
ment are of thn opinion that what. Is insurance agent, Espanota. New
Sole Agent For
sauce for one should be sauce for the ico. The properties are;
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa,
nd
Letup's St. Louis Beer
other.
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
Malls
to.
orders
attended
promptly
well, banp. and corral; all fenced and
Montezuma Ave, 8anta Fe, N. M.
under irrigation; one mile from post- PRESIDENT KILLED
Telephone No, 38
two and a half miles to railroad
IN
IN REBELLION office,
station ; price $30 per acre.
No. 2. Pull bearing orchard of 1,200
!
Capital of Matto Grosso Captured By Standard apple tTees; six miles from
corral
Army Under Dr. Ponce the
barn,
house,
Espanola; good
Dictator.
and packing house; produced 2,900
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOU8E IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Any Flavor You Desire.
boxes of apples last year; Irrigation
We
In
will
Water
Soda
deliver
any
Rio Janerio, Brazil, July 13. The from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
revolutionists in the state of Matto No. i. Seven aire orchard and mar .uantlty to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Grosso have occupied the capital of ket garden tract, onehalf mile to town,
Telephone No. 38.
the state, Cuyaba, murdered the presi- railroad, postoflice, school and church;
dent of the state and seized the gov- good six room house, having telephone; barn, corral, cellar and packernment.
THE PLAZA BARBER SHOP
The state of Matto Grosso borders ing house; a highly profitable business
on Bolivia, has an area of 632,200 and a fine home; produces annually
WILLIAM B PABSC-.Prop.
$700 to $900 In vegetables alone; price
Tentorial Parlor In 8anta "i.
square miles and Its population In
Leading
$2,250.
much the largest asset we have in our business.
1S90 was S2,V.t
To have our
Two Porcelain Bath Tutw.
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch of 620
There have been reports for sev- acres with
good fences and improve- Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three FIrtcustomers say to their friends, "Erery statement made by S. Spitz
eral months of u, revolution In Matto ments, has excellent waiter, Shelter,
Claw Barren.
Grosso.
Telegrams from Ascunclon hay land and controls several thou- East Side' of Plaza. South of Postal
can he relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
that the Matto Gros- sand ares of fine goat grazing land.
May 24, repo-teTelegraph Office.
so revolutionists,
headed !by Dr. No better proposition for a paying
for. Beliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
Genereso Ponce had captured
the sheep ranch In New Mexico.
to any
BOUGHT
No. 5. Twenty acres, having about
towns of Corumba, Santa Ana de
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It is a great
parts In the Counand Pacorae and were then ap- ten acres of full bearing apples of
try; send ticket
satisfaction to buy at a store like this. Every article carries with
proaching Cuyaba, the capital. It Is standard varieties, peaches and plutns,
In and get cash for It; tran
of
alfalfa
acres
seven
and
three
good
believed Ponce may now declare himsactions guaranteed; association office.
it our guarantee.
acres garden land, good five room
self dictator.
118 R. R. Ave., Albuadobe house, well built and finished, ROSENFIELD,
N.
M.
Dispatches dated June 6, stated that
the whole place almost en- querque,
the Brazilian warships Satellite and good barn;
Manutachinng Jeweler, Dealer
tirely surrounded by a hedge of
Presldente Morales were on the way
trees which serve as a protection
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamond
to Matto Grosso, carrying troops which from
the wind and add to the attracwould Increase the force under com- tiveness of the place; produced last
mand of General Baretto to 12,000 men. year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
:
On June 10 It was reported that
a fourth mile3 east of Espanola,
6.
one
No.
The
force
Garden,"
of
"Espanola
well
3,000
revolutionary
The only first class in city.
armed men was in the field and sub-- j half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
orSecond to none in Territory.
sequently it was reported that Cuyalba This place is a full bearing apple
was invested by the rebels after a chard and market garden tract of sevFour
first class artists : : :
en acres; a six room house; telephone,
fight in which the federal troops had
$1.50
Electrical
Baths
ALL PERIODICALS
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
been defeated.
v
wire fence and house for chickens. A
.25
Other Baths
beautiful and convenient home and a
The New Mexican .Bindery Is turn- place to make good money, besides Parlors Located West 81de Plaza
ing out some of the most artistic apples this place has cherries, pears, W. H. KERR,
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
binding in the Southwest. It is the plums, quinces and large beds of asmost, completely equipped bindery In
paragus, spinach and rhubarb. The
the Rocky Mourtain States south of vegetable products alone of this
place
is headquarters for legal blanks of all bring In annually $750 to $900. The
kinds. The company makes a specialty net receipts last year in
vegetables
in handling land office blanks, neces- and fruit were over S500. Terms cash.
In
homestead entries and in minsary
eral applicatlona. Prices low, especiI Hav Yet a Very Good Line of
CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
ally In quantities. Circulars giving
Reliable Honm, Slnglr
Fin
A fine mess of speckled beauties
full Information furnish-nn applicaluglet, urreys, Haoka,
tion.
were received at the Bon Ton from an
old time friend who sent them to the
Call up 'Phone N.
when In need
ALL ABOARD!
ALL ABOARD! manager that they may be served 'to
of Anythnlp, In the Livery Line.
of this popular place. Call
the
patrons
11
a. m ,J. &
Sunday, July 15th,
them now while they are
Driver
Furnlehed..
Reasonable
And All Other Summer Goods
R. Q. R .R . Elks excursion to Den- and get
fresh. They have a cook that knows
Rate.
ver; fare for the round trip f 16.90. how to fix
and in erdor not to carry orer for next season they will bt old from now
them, and if you want a
Tickets good returning until August real treat 1n the
on a.t and below coat. Please call and look at them, no trouble to abow
line, why Just
eating
20th. Reduced rates to all points
geods.
give them a call, and you will be
CZXAO. OLOCSOXf.
eastern connections.
twice as glad.

ltskl on San Francisco Street, running at breakneck speed when snip
by the two officers. They ran Into
the street and stopped It before any
serious damage had been done.
Partly cloudy tonight and Saturday
with local thunder storms Is the forecast of the local weather man. The
temperature at 6 o'clock this morning
was 68 degrees; lowest temperature
last night 57 degrees. The maximum
temperature yesterday was 76 degrees
at 11:30 a. m. The minimum tempera,
ture was 60 degrees at 5:50 a. m.
The mean for the day was 60 degrees
with a relative humidity of 56 per
cent.
Ely White, secretary of the Chaves
County Sheep Growers' Association
has called a meeting of its memhers
at Roswell tomorrow to prepare for
Wool and
attending the Territorial
Sheep Growers' convention to be held
In Albuquerque during the territorial
fair. It is expected that the sheep
growers of southeastern New Mexico
will he well represented at the territorial association meeting.
Mrs. Laura A. Gayle, wife of Fred
P. Gayle, Probate clerk of Chaves
County died last week at Dallas, Texas, to which city she had gone for the
purpose of undergoing an operation.
The remains were brought to Roswell
and interred In the South side Cemetery in that city. The deceased is survived by a husband, four daughters
and three sons. She and husband
came to Roswell in 1881. She was an
exemplary woman and highly respect
ed by all those who knew her.
Members of the fire department last
night did a public spirited act by
turning the fire hose on the cottonwood
trees In the Plaza. The force of the
water knocked the large bunches of
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In Womanly Ailments

and Weaknesses
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Experience count anything with you?
Then what do you think of 60 years
experience with Ayer's SarsaparilU I
Sixty years of curing thin blood, weak
nerves, general debility I We wish you would ask your own doctor about
this. Ask him to tell you honestly what he thinks it will do for your case,
We llave n0 porets! We publish
J 0. AyerCo.,
Th(n An nrprkplv
pn.LH.civ a.1 hf sjya.
formu.t4 ol ai our medk'inos
Lowell, Mam.
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See the Window for Prices.
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Kodaks and Photo Supplies
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FLOUR, HAY,

SANTA FE HABERDASHRY,

EDWARD1EHLE.

RETAIL.-D'ALER-

SODA WATER

The Inside of the Bank.

fill

The first consideration looked to in
the orginzation and equipment of the
working forces of the United States
Bank and Trust Company is the convenience of customers and the rapid
transaction of business.
The system of accounting and of
handling business is the best that experts can devise.
Every employe is carefully drilled
and instructed in the rendering of
and painstaking
cheerful, accurate
service to the patrons of the bank.
The officers are always easily accessible and never too busy to give
attention to the business of customers.

UNITED STATES B4j

Xp

TRUST COPAJW

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

OUR FLAG
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.
Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
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:

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

0

Mesh Underwear,

Every Garment
GUARANTEED AT'

SALT and sEEDs.

WE COUN1
YOUR GOOD WILL
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d
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box-eld-

KERR'S

Capital

Parlors

Daily
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f LIVERY

STABLE.

JACOB WELTMER
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LATEST

Our "Want" Column Is popular.

Papers

Books and Stationery

Proprietor.

Kneipp Linen,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

j

Our "Want" Column Is popular.

t

I

.

STYLE

LAWNS

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

SANTA WE SEW .MEXiCAX, SANTA FE.
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County for his part in lighting the
gambling ordinances of the Old Puob-lo- ,
may yet gain his freedom. Judge
Owen T. Rouse, attorney for Du Bols,
appeared before Judge Doan at Tombstone onday and made application for
habeas corpus proceedings in the Du
Bois case. The whit is made returnable Wednesday of the present week,
at which time the decision of Judge
Doan in the matted will come to light.
describes the
The June Pioneer
great Arizona forest between Yucca
and Bill Williams Fork. The forest
Is one of the most retharkaible in Arizona, extending over an area of 6Q0
square miles. In March, a year ago,
the forest was a mass of bloom, ana
later bore so much fruit that the trees
broke down under Its weight. This
fruit is a very sugary mass, which
the Indians used to press into cakes
and lay away for the winter. A num
or
ber of years ago representatives
forthe
examined
mills
English paper
est, with the view of putting in a pulp
mill and using the wood in making
paper pulp, but they gave it up on ac
count of the lack of water in that, lo

ARIZONA

CHARLES W. DUDROW

NEWS NOTES

Doors
lumber, Sash, and
MATitSXU
ALL KINDS OF

lUUUIXQ

Cord and Stov Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Star
Delivered to Any
CERRILLOS
of th City:
Part
aJ HACAN
TRANSFER

Phonr

ai

js Santa re.

COAL

1TORACB: We Hol gvei7tkiy Movable
Branca Ofice aad Yaraa at CerriUoe, M M.

COAL j WOOD
Raton and Mnncrn Serpened Lump, per dm
Commercial Hilton N'tit

.$.".r0

5.00

Good

Screened Domestic Lnuip, Trinidad Ssniihinfi;, Kindlinj, Orate
receive prompt find careful attention.
and Ccwi Wood. All nnlr-r-

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
OFFICE; Garfield Ave., Near A., T. A

H.

F. Dnpot.

ThmiB No. 8!.

No. 49

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing;.
WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

CATALOG IS FREE.

BROCK
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Cures Backache
Corrects
TjTeuljarjties
Do not risk having
Will cure any case of Kidney or Bladder Disease not Hrfyht's Disease
cr Diabetes
beyond the reach of medicine. No medicine can do more.

Huu. Wiley E. Jones
ot Graham
County la paylug a visit to Blsbee,
going to visit the lodge of Red Men
there In his capacity ot grand sachem
for Arizona.
Phoenix saloonists are reported to
bo contributing to a fund to engage
attorneys to fight the $1000 saloon
license there. They are reported to be
Whenever a sore or ulcer doe9 not heal and shows signs of becoming
about to make the fight on the grouna
A stea.iv man for stable
WANTED
chronic, it should arouse suspicion, because many of these places lead to
that the license is prohibitive.
Cancer.
It may appear as an ordinary sore at first, and is given and chores. Inquire Clerk's desk at
A good rain fell in the Gila Valley,
treatment as such, with some simple salve, wash or plaster, with the hope Court House.
Graham County, the past week. It
that the place will heal, but the real seat of the trouble is in the blood und
was badly needed. In the Irrigating
cannot be reached by external remedies, and soon the sore will return. After ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
canals water was getting alarmingly
awhile the deadly poison begins to eat
Machinery complete, including bolt
1 wai auffarinir v raatl v from a Oliuoerlow, while on the range the need of
Into the surrounding flesh and the
er and engine for 'i(t barrel roller flout
ulcnr
had
on
which
luft
out
breast,
icy
rain was even more apparent.
ulcer spreads rapidly, becoming more
to eat, anil at times wouia
mill. Address, Martin Lohman, Lai
vevv offensive matter.
I
The Douglas baseball team Sunday
offensive and alarming until at last
wax hereditary as an Cruces, New Mexico.
trouble
the
knew
afternoon handily defeated Lowell,
is
he
afflicted
with
finds
the sufferer
her
only sister, my mother and two of satidied orGanoer. I am fully
the final score being 8 to 2. Douglas
Cancer. Cancerous ulcers often start sisters
HOUSES TO RENT.
cone
the
have
would
sfied
I
samsway
an
errorless game and this,
played
from a boil, wart, mole or pimple, but for S. 8. ., which ourea me.
to rent, lease or for sale,
Houses
CA3SELL
UBS. J.
with the good battery work of NelBelton, Mo.
which has been bruised or roughly
or unfurnished, good loca
furnished
son .and Kelly, together with the offhandled, showing that the taint is in
tions. Call ou the reliable firm, Hughes
and
ulcers
for
color work of the visiting team at
cause
Another
inherited.
the blood, perhaps
& Delgado. Office west, side ot Plaza.
times, served to give Douglas the
Sore3 is the remains of some constitutional disease or the effects of a long
cality.
tne
to
S.
down
S.
of
sickness.
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John Pearson was distinctly annoyed.
He would not have believed Eugenia
could be so unreasonable. It was bad
enough to lose Havens, who was the
best stenographer he ever had, but
when he Anally secured another who
could do satisfactory work, to have Eugenia object because the girl was
young and pretty was enough to make
a man lose all patience.
He strove to appease bis fiancee's
wrath by pointing out how Interior In
beauty aud grace the new stenographer
appeared to him In comparison with
herself. He tried to appeal to her reason, her pride, for fnlth in him, but to
little purpose.
"Von need not trouble to call again
or to communicate with me until you
have discharged that girl," was the
ultimatum, mid Pearson went away,
angry and indignant, anathematizing
all women aud their silly, uoreasounble
jealousy.
Miss Anthony was uot often unreasonable uud had had little occasion for
jealousy. She hardly could have explained it herself, but her annoyance
about the jjjrl and her resentment toward her lover hail begun when she
had asked the name of the new em
ployee and John hud replied, "Anna
Darling."
The tiny (Initios had been fanned and
Increased by every word of praise for
Miss Darling ihat tin unconscious
Pearson liud stupidly uttered until she
could hear II no longer. She magnified
his satisfaction with the girl's work
into love for llic girl herself, and she
felt for the moment qulle justified in
demanding her discharge.
But with the next day's light Miss
Anthony's gioil sense and love of fair
play reasserted itself. "How silly
was," she thought.
She resolved to send him a little note
or n telephone message, but decided to
wait until evening. He was to take her
to the opera, and on the way she would
confess her unreasonableness.
The evening passed, and no John and
no message to explain his absence. Ten
o'clock, Hl:C0! "I won't be foolish," she
thought firmly. I'll call him up by
phone and tell him want to say good
night."
She had often done this when It had
not been possible for John to come to
her. She smiled happily as she rang the
bell and calld for the Pearson residence. John lived with his brother, and
she knew the family had gone away.
She rccogulzed the housekeeper's voice
in reply to her call, but her face fell nl
the message. Mr. John had not been
home, and Mrs. Barnes could get no reply to frequent calls over the phone to
the office.
The next morning Miss Anthony
called Mrs. Barnes again, with similar
results. Mr. John did uot come borne,
and there was evidently no one at hit
I

1

office.

Miss Anthony was essentially a woman of action. She dressed herself In a
most becoming street costume and a
half hour later was entering the great
office building on Congress street. Pearson's oraVe was closed, the door locked
"He wasn't there all day yesterday,"
volunteered the elevator boy.
"But surely some one was," insisted
Miss Anthony. "The young lady- ""She came in the morning, but went
away again immediately," he answered.
Miss Anthony was quick to resolve
and equally quick to execute. She consulted the directory and took a car for
Arlington. At the door of a neat little
cottage she paused. Yes, there was the
name. Darling, on the doorplate. What
could she say to the girl even if she
found her? Did she really expect to be
lieve that she and Joh- n- Then she. lifted her head proudly. Was she going to
be silly again,? Something had happened to John, and Miss Darling might be
able to aid her In learning what It was.
When Miss Darling entered the room
Miss Anthony hardly could restrain the
impulse to take her In her arms, such
a pretty, timid looking little thing-harmore than a child.
Her eyes
were visibly red with weepiug, and
when Miss Anthony asked her if she
had been at work the day before her
face colored painfully.
Miss Anthony explaiued enough of
the situation for Miss Darling to understand the reason for her visit, and
then Miss Darling told her own story
hurriedly.
"I have been with Mr. Pearson nearly
a month and supposed my work was
entirely satisfactory. 1 went to work
yesterday morning as usual, but 1 bad
hardly entered the office when the
bell rang. On answering it I
found it was Mr. Pearson speaking. He
said that he should require my services
no longer and would mail me a check
for two months' salary."
She paused, choking back a sob. Miss
Anthony blushed with shame and regret.
'T
left the office Immediately, of
course. I cannot understand It, for I
was at work on some papers that Mr.
Pearson was very anxious to have finished this week work that another
stenographer could not well take tip.
And" she hesitated "as yet 1 have
not received the check."
Miss Anthony spoke rapidly and with
decision. "Miss Darling, I am convinced that there Is some mistake. I
know Mr. Pearson was satisfied with
t
your work."
"Do you think," asked Miss Darling
eagerly, "that it was not Mr. Pearson--th- at
It was a hoax?"
"I hardly know what to think," returned Miss Anthony evasively, "but 1
am so sure that Mr, Pearson is pleased
dly

Helen is 31 miles smith of Albuquerque, N. M., at the
of tho Main Line of the Santa Fe System-

-

juno-tio-

leading

points East to San Francisco, Loa Angeles, El Paso and
Old Mexico.
1,000 lmsincKS and residence lota, size

25rU0

feet, laid

streets, with alleys 20 feet
wide, wilh beautiful lake and public park and grand old
out with broad 80 and

70-fo-

sha'le trees; public school houm, costing $16,000; churches; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;

sev-er-

large mercantile establishments; the Helen Patent Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery ; three hofor wool, flonr, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New

Its importance as a great commercial
city in the near future cannot be estimated.
Mexico.
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Belen is the largest shipping point

tels, restaurants, etc.,
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Apply at once for map aud prices, if you wiih to secure

JOHN BECKER, Prwidtnt.

the

WU. M. BEHflKK, Secretary.

imoiml

lots, to

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
rfmym
this term, niiil It sitiiiij.' may IiikI three
or four days more."
Miss Anthony reeoRtilwd her Informant us a ynuiiH airliilect who had an
oltic-In ihe same building.
"I do not understand." she snlil.
"What Iimh Mr, I'enrsun tf 'i to do with
,
the grand Jury V"
"Mr. Pearson was seized yesterday
by United States Marshal Brown to
serve." As Miss Anthony's fare betokened no enlightenment, he went: ou:
"When the grand jury was polled yesterday there were three absentees, und
in order to carry on the business It was
necessary to till those vacancies.
men are sick, and if would
greatly retard the work of the government if the jury had to he adjourned
until they recovered."
Miss, Anthony regained her poise.
"Would Mr. Pearson have to go if he
did not wlsli'f" in stately surprise.
"Yes, Any cllizcn is liable to such
draft."
"But but his own business''" interposed Miss Itmllng.
"Quite a secondary matter in
of the law," replied the young mau.
"And In such a ease is no message
sent to the citizen's friends?" questioned Mhs Anthony
"Certainly. If .Mr. Pearson had any
clerk or secretary In bis office the deputy marshal would likely notify that
person, und Mr. Pearson could send a
message to his family if he has one,"
Miss Anthony and Miss Darling exchanged glances They knew that Mr.
Pearson had no family nud ut the time
of his unwelcome seizure he had no
clerk, ami .Miss Anthony knew why no
message had been sent to her.
"And Mr. Pearson cannot come away.
Ho Is- - he Is held there?"
"Held by the government," he replied
s
smilingly.
.Miss Anthony thanked him courteous
ly, and he passed on.
Miss Darling unlocked the door, and
the two girls entered tho office.
"Is the work Mr. Pearson wanted
done all stenographic work?" Miss Anthony asked.
"Not all. There are some abstracts to
be copied nnd- ""I shall help you," with gentle decit

s

sion.
When the grand jury adjourned United Stall's Marshal Brown handed a
nole lo Juryman Pearson.
"Miss Darling and I have your work
nearly done," read the astonished Pear
sou, "Please come to me as soon ns
you are released. I think we had better
arrange matters so that If you are held
by the government again you will have
some one to whom a message must be

sent."
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The Message
From Bleaker's
By Alice

Crittenden Derby

Copyright,

e

with your work and wishes to retain
you In bli employ that I am going to
ask you to return to the office now
with me. Perhaps in some way we
may learn something of him."
The two girls were standing before
Pearson's door, and Miss Darling was
searching In her handbag for her duplicate key when a young man approached, saying courteously, "Were you look,.
ing for Mr. Pearson?"
"Yes," answered Miss Anthony quietly. "Can you tell me if he will be In
today?"
"I think not. There are- several important cases before the grand jury

-
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by Ruliy Donnlas
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The night oieratnr at Bleaker's Lift
had been crying. Job Daly, the taciturn old track walker, saw that with
half au eye which was all he ever di
rected toward the sex w'ten he came
In for the coal scuttle that evening.
Taxing his imagination for a cause.
Job surmised that Rhoda wept because
her father was laid' up again with his
crippled back, a memento of the last
landslide, which he had defied In order
to tick off a warning to others. As a
matter of fact the girl's tears were uot
filial ones, but pertained to the discov"
ery that the young engineer of No.
runwas no ordinary
ning man, but a chap of very different
caliber In short, a son of the first vice
president, with a penchant for practical knowledge concerning his father's
road.

True, Dave maintained that

a

man

Is not accountable for his father aud
had blustered reassuringly when Rhode
wormed out of him die admission that
bis sire had shown a tendency to a
hot box when told of their matrimonial

plans.
"Dad needn't be so doggoiied critical," grumbled Dave, blissfully deposit-lua ciuder smudge near Rhoda's pluk
mouth. "He's self made, every Inch of
him; began at rock bottom forty years
ago. He Isn't snobbish either in some
ways. He's often told me that I'm
named for au old 'buddy' of his; gome
one he thought the world of and would
give a lot to find."
Xot withstanding the vice president's

magnanimity toward the memory of a
whilom "buddy," Uhoda felt that hei
tumble self as a daughter-in-la-

should uot lie wantonly fiirnst" upon
him, particularly since Dave confessed
light henrtedly that the act might bind
him to an engineer's life in dead earnest. She was a girl with a conscience,

and that unfeeling mentor represented
that she ought not to wreck her lover's career. Therefore Rhoda was dig
glng a little heart grave that night at
Bleaker's Lift and trying to shovel big
Dave into It.
Old Job in his wordless sympathy
had filled up her coal stove so solicitously at 10 o'clock and again at 1 that
Rhoda was driven to the open door for
a breath of the keen mountain air of
late November. The black night showed only a few sickly stars above the
tall pines and Job Daly's lantern
swinging along the winding path toward his own shanty. Suddenly this
one friendly twinkle amid the darkness
lurched sideways and went out.
"Job," called Rhoda concernedly.
"Job, did you fall?"
There was no answer, and the girl
turned resolutely within the office. She
had lighted another lantern and was
reaching for a wrap when unusual
sounds made her wheel quickly. Five
burly, evil looking men blocked the
doorway.
Rhoda stepped across to the table,
her eyes seeking the old fashioned photograph hanging above it as one might
appeal to a crucifix. It was the likeness of her father, whom she idolized,
and she was taking counsel of him
now and also thanking God that it
was she on duty that night Instead of
him. Then she coolly faced the Intruders, her back to the table and one
hand creeping out stealthily behind her.
"Drop that, curse you!" snarled one
of the men. "You'll finger that ticker
when I tell vou to and not before.
Bee?"

It

was the ugliest villain of them all
who spoke, and Rhoda's arm fell at her
side.
"Now

you'll wire the old mau at
Rumford," the fellow commanded, levelling a shining barrel at her head,
"that there's a rock or a tree make It
a tree on the track, and the express
have to take the siding. Tell 'em the
old guy Is hurt aud they'll have to
throw the switch themselves." He lowered his voice, speaking to the others,
"That'll give us time to fix the engineer
and get aboard?"
His accomplices nodded.
"Now hump yourself, girl, This man,
Telegraph Bill, is next to the dot and
dash lingo, so you can't fool us, and
you'll do the job up proper or It'll be
all day with you." A metallic click
emphasized the threat.
Rhoda glanced slowly about the circle of dark, sinister faces. Coming
last to Telegraph Bill, she saw that the
man was listening intelligently to a
message passing over the wire, and she
knew the leader had spoken truly.
They were not to be fooled.
An ashen pallor overspread her face.
She reached hesitatingly for the key.
Her fingers stiffened on it unwillingly,
and Jerkily the Instrument began to
tick. At the first sound Telegraph Bill
looked up, aud their eyes held each other for au instant, then the man's brow
contracted doggedly, and he looked
down. Even a train robber may not
relish seeing a loyal hearted woman
compelled lo belray her post.
Tick, tick, tick, sped the message,
while Uhoda gazed fascinatedly at the
oue man who understood it. When she
had finished their eyes met again, but
his spoke only a bold udmiration before
which Rhoda's lashes sank.
After cutting Ihe wires the men filed
ont, engaged in muttered colloquy.
Rhoda flung herself down, her head
upon her arms. Then, at the thought of
ail that might yet be, she drew a bright
little revolver from the drawer and
held if tremblingly. A muffled step and
Telegraph Bill stood before her, glancing back apprehensively, as if to see If
he were watched.
The girl's weapon flashed aimlessly.
With a hoarse imprecation the mau
lunged to the floor, his temple striking
a broken drawhead, which fate, In the
person of Job Duly, had cast into a
corner that afternoon. Blood gushed
from two wounds and be lay white aud
motionless where be had fallen,
In Khoda's ears was a running reverberation. She thought It was her
own heart till the deck lights of a
freight whizzed past and then she knew
why the report of her shot bad not
brought the other men back. She
crouched In her chair, hiding her eyes
from that rigid, white faced object with
Its oozing blood. The wonted companionship of the sounder was gone aud
the mournful sighing of the pine trees
without seemed rt ghostly requiem for
slain hope.
After juany hours, she thought., there
11

j

cauiea locomotive's sharp cry", waking
the mountain echoes; thou the nearer
rolling thunder of n train. Sim heard
the brake shoes grind upon the wheels
and then oblivion enfolded her, impenetrated by the hubbub of shouts ami
firing which followed.
What she knew next was that Dave
bent over her, pressing her drooping
head against the breast of bis sooty
coat. The room was full of men,
some of them bound and gagged.
Among these latter was Job, for once
more silent than even he enjuytd.
though he spoke no word when soma
oue loosed him.
A stately old gentleman emerged
from the background and, crossing
over, twitched the engineer's sleeve.
Tho young man lifted his eyes, a tender, adoring light still tilling them.
"Father!" he exclaimed. "What In
the name of all"
The old gentleman smiled quizzically.
"I had a fancy to see bow you ran
au engine, Dave, anil I got right Into
It. Hey, boy?"
At that moment u cumiiiollou arose
from the ruffian in the corner. Rals
ing himself on one elbow be stared
stupidly about, then lifted a vindictive
fist and shook It at Rhoda.
"Vou young Jezebel, you," be roared
painfully." "to serve me" like tbis" after
I'd saved you from the gang. They'd
have slung you a through ticket If I'd
bio wed your message, and you know
It, too, you-y- ou
bully little devil hen!
I was going to help you make a sneak
If you hadu't plugged me, but"
A groau and a collapse ended the
sentence.
Rhoda sprung forwurd, remorsefully
wringing her bauds. Dave's gaze went
with her devouringly.
The vice president looked from one
to the other. Then he adjusted his eyeglasses and picked up the yellow telegram slip which the dlvlslou superintendent had just laid down. He read:
"Danger at H. Robbers waiting for
train No. T. Don't stop, for Ood's

The Mexican Central has recentl)
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via 'he Mexican Centre?
to either Vera Crm or Tamplco,
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TOUtfANCE
thence via the famous Ward Steam-ship Line to New York, The return 'AST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.
will be by rail over tiny line to El
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
Paso. The entire trip, covering thouof
sands
miles, Havana, Cuba, and Its
famous Mom Castle, Newport, and a
dozen of the largest cities of the United States, can lie made for $122.50. A
i
more delightful trip can not be
r
planned, as
privileges are
allowed awl the tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
trip includes the City of Mexico, the
"Paris of America." Further Information can be secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, As
sistant Oeneral Passenger Agent, Clly
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Bake."

The official smiled again, this time a
little uncertainly. Edging closer to his
sou he laid a gentle hand upon bis
shoulder.
"Lad," he said reproachfully, pointV. Tit.
ing to the little old photograph above
a. sriTZ, h. p.
the table, "why didn't you tell me long ARTHUR
SELIGMAN, Becy.
was
that
she
Dave
ago
Brody' girl?
Surely you knew that he was my old
Santa Fe Commandnry No
buddy?"
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The Color of Water.
mouth at Masonic Hall at
After long hesitation scientific men
W. E. GRIFFIN, E. C.
agree in admitting that water physical- ;:30 p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.
ly pure seen in mass is sky blue. This
color Is that taken by the white light
of the sun when absorbed by rlie' water
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
In consequence of a pheuouienou the 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
explanation of which would be a little Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
long, ll Is not due to the cliemicul pu- on the third Saturday ot each month
rity of the water, siuce the sea, which at 7:30 o'clock In tbe evening In
is the bluest water, is also that which Masonic Hall, south side ot Plaza.
contains Ihe most sail. .Nevertheless, Visiting Scottish Rite Free Maaona are
according to Forel's experiments, the cordially invited to attend.
matter in solution should be the pre- CHARLES FRANKLIN KASLEY, 32.
dominant cause of the modiheatlou of
Venerable Master
color, upuu which act besides the mat- PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
ter in suspension the color of the bottom and the reflection of the sky and
I. O. O. F.
of the banks. Consequently blue water
Is pretty rare in nature. A good many
O. O. T.,
Santa Vd Lodge, No. 2,
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months, the rents being paid to the
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
housekeeper, aud a friend to whom he
made this remark said that she was
B. P. O. E.
around about every day iu fact, he
wouldn't be surprised If she was In the
Santa Fe Lode. No. 4t0, B. P. O. &,
house then. To test his confidence be
was willing to wager the cigars that holds its regular session on the second
she was there, and bis doubting friend and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
considered It too easy a thing to lose, Visiting brothers are Invited and welNORMAN L. KING, 1. R.
so he said, "Agreed." Then the man come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
who was certain proceeded fo win easily. Seizing a plate from the table, be
dropped it upon tbe floor, aud in less
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Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso
Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennefly and Santa Fe.
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka 4 Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fa
with the Denver & Rio Grinds Railroad.
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Rtsbbe? Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOTJB9ELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3F.CAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

1
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price-lis- t

14c
One lime Stamp, not over
inches long
. . . . Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not over 3J inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over Z and not over 5 inches long. . . ,2Se
Each additional line on same stamp, SOo.
One-lin- e
lo
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count aa two lines.
Borders of all Bhapes, under 3 inches long way, 2So eitra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type need is over one-ha-lf
inch in size, we charge
for one line for each one-hainch or fraction.
lf

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
.$1.00
10c
Ledger Datcr, month, day and year in inch
.
85o
Regular line Dater ;
Defiance or Model Band Dater
.$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1.00
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
HxSf, 10c; 8x3i, 15c; 2ix3, 25c; 2i4L 35c; 3x6J, 50c;
4Jx7J, 7ic.
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Considerably.
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Recent Rains of Great BenefitFarmers Putting More Land Under Cultivation.
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in walls. The motion was
.mo1 Continental Cube Cut 10 cents.
boneless packed In so called half si.i
.34 ; survey fund, $2.70; bridge fund cracks
These crops nre;
followed stronK and healthy.
CAMERETTES.
tins. Per tin 40 cents: Tiiese 11ns $S.0S: Interest county .bonds, $5.J8; shivering, from west to east,
the Campbell system
by
grown
being
of
less
one
fifteen minutes later by
These are little cigars, all Habana are twice the alae of the ordinary
of dry farming.
collection fund, $11.94. Total, $64.44.
severity, with no damage. This was
tobacco, packed 10 In a hox, at 10c one.
General
1902:
A report received by the New Mexifor
Fe
of
Santa
City
best
the
to
be
Said
thing
SARDINES.
box.
OTHER
to
elect
the
per
was
morning
school
fund,
cltv fund. $26.38; city
tlie n ney ever produced. Try a
We sell, but not for the "best" other
interest city bonds, $3.96. red another shock more severe than
Dox if you wish a short smoke of good brands of imported sardines at from $13.19;
me seconu, uuumer 111 i.ou uiui nun
Is a dif- Total, $13.53.
.
There
no
The
can
cents
10
and
up.
paper.
per
tobacco,
VEGETABLES.
County for 1903: General fund, very slight, and another at 9:25, very
are
ference in the quality of the fish and
wm
muitun
The shoclis
$15.47; school fund, $0.19; court fund, slight, merely a tremor.
it is not an easy matter to get a in the oil.
at Blmenflorf seven miles
at this
vni'ifitv of fresh vegetables
WHOLE BOILED HAM.
$12.38; court house and Jail fund, wore similar
the recent
crops brought about,
The Underwoods, the same people $0.19; road fund, $1.55; Index fund, south of here.
time, but we usually have. a nice selecra'"8.
From
Suffered
Branch
interest
Magdalena
fund. J9.28:
Now getting wax Deans, sugar who pack the deviled ham with the
sai- hrbi
tion.
Quake.
peas, beets, ripe tomatoes, hot house little red devils on the can, also put county bonds, $G.10; collection fund,
Several UNION MEN
Socorro, N. M., July 13.
cucumbers, California lettuce, radish- up whole pieces of cold boiled ham $11.08. Total, $71.93.
and
the
startled
more
shocks
halt
people,
a
and
a
Our in cans containing
pound
ALLEGED EMBEZZLER
es, young onions, cabbage, etc.
City of Santa Fe for 1903: General the town is thoroughly excited. The
ot the center cut of the finest quality
mist machine keeps them fresh.
school
fund,
$27.65;
city
fund,
here
Fe
Santa
of
city
the
depot
chimney
small selected hams. The price seems
JINGER WAYFERS.
interest city school honds, was knocked off, and the walls of the Arrested at Raton and Taken to
$13. S3;
Uneeda Jinger Wayters are packed high until you remember the Inrge
$6.91.
on
Pueblo, Colorado Stole $30 is
interest
city bonds,
waiting room cracked.
in boxes of the Inner Seal type and waste in the ordinary nam. Here Is $5.53;
Charged.
not
while
'branch,
The
$50.92.
end
Magdalena
Total,
or
piece.
are really wafers as the name Ind- no bone, skin, gristle,
County for 1901: General fund, out of commission entirely by the
i:i.-- uari
icates and not common ginger snaps. Per can, 85 cents.
Raton. X. M., July
court shocks, will have to be repaired, and
$24.49;
POULTRY.
$01.23; school fund,
Xow per box 10 cents.
arrived in
who
bartender
a
is
who
Smith,
Our shipments of fancy hens, and fund, $91.75; court house and ja'il fund Division Superintendent Etter,
FRESH MEATS.
week
a
ago from
The.
the city about
in Albuquerque, is expected.
We are receiving regular shipments broilers are opening up very nicely $21.49; road fund, $12.25; College
who secured work in otic
route
en
and
Pueblo
yesterday
train,
Magdalena
or
Phone
Street Bride fund, $30.74; interest
was
of the finest quality meats, 1)eef, pork, See the fresh meat counter
morning to Magdalena, found one rock, of the local life saving stations,
county bonds, $24.50; cost for advertis- weiehine about ten tons, and another arrested Sunday morning by Deputy
mutton and veal. Quality guaranteed No. 49.
ing, $21.25; collection fund, $35.69. rock about three tons, on the track Sheriff Snowden and lodged In the
$332.39.
Total,
in cuts between Clemow and White county Jail. 1'ndersheriff Tim O'lary
J. (J.CASDRLABK'
City of Santa Fe for 1904: General Canyon; also one rail broken and of Pueblo, arrived later and took
601 (ma f rao'JlMfi
ties snapped in Smith back to Pueblo with him. Smith
city fund, $93.20; city school fund, about twenty-fiv$4G.C3; Interest city bonds, $27.98; in- twain. Rocks are loose In all the cuts was financial secretary of the BartenWholesale and Retail Dealer In
terest, city school bonds. $23.31. Total on the Macdalena branch.
der's Protective Association and Is
Silver City Felt Distant Shock.
to have collected an amount
$191.18.
3ENUINE INDIAN GOODS & CUHIUSIIItS
alleged
Earth- or
M., July 13.
N.
Silver
City,
1905:
General
for
fund,
County
dues, in the neighborhood or if iu
were distinctly fet here and then fled to this city.
$59.71; school fund, $23.89; court fund, quake shocks
between 5:10 and 5:30, yesterday
$59.21; court house and jail fund,
NEW GOODS!
and everybody was awakenNEW GOODS
BOY
$23.89; road fund, $11.94; jail building monring
A few of the buildings rocked LITTLE
ed.
fund, $35.84; deficiency bridge fund,
LURED FROM HOME
perceptibly, but no special damage
$5.97; El Camlno Real fund, $5.97; has been
MEXICAN
reported. No one was injur
INDIAN
Interest
county "bonds, $23.92. Total, ed.
DRAWN WORK,
BLANKETS.
Mrs. Goff of Albuquerque, Can't Find
$250.49.
Earthquake in Albuquerque.
Twelve Year Old Son Was In
re!
A number of reliable citizens
City of Santa Fe for 1905: General
Monterey, Mexico.
JUST RECEIVED
the
felt
city fund, $26.32; salary fund, $15.29; ported yesterday that they
fi
water and hydrant fund, $24.86; city shocks between 5 and o'clock in the
13.-- MM
CALL and SEE.
Albuquerque, X. M., July
school fund, $38.24; interest city bonds morning.
an
is
of
this
making
W.
H.
GofT,
ciiy,
INDIAN
Simon Stern, the well known clothMEXICAN
school
$22.94; Interest city
bonds,
effort to trace her 12 year old son.
5:30
at
awakened
was
he
POTTERY.
ier, says
$22.94. Total, $150.59.
BA8KETWARK,
heard from, was in
o'clock by everything in the room who, when last
He left home
Mexico.
Monterey,
rockine like a shlu on the ocean, and
March 10. The mother
mysteriously
NEW
ROUTE
a
most
he
peculiar
experienced
NEW GOODS I
NEW GOODS!
The feeline. however, says says she believes her son was induced
FOR RATON Mr.
by a stranger to leave his home and
Stern, soon disappeared.
at
that the child is traveling with the
resides
who
H.
Moore,
George
Rocky Mountain Railroad Construct his ranch on the mountain road, at man In Mexico. The boy is small for
ing New Line Picknickers
5:30 was on a ladder picking apples his ago and has run away from home
He generally
Paradise.
from a tree, when all of a sudden the on several occasions.
Raton, N. M., July 13. Work on ladder commenced rocking and the turns up safe and sound.
the new line of the Rocky Mountain apples even moved In the basket. It
route Into Raton is progressing stead- was with some difficulty he maintainOFFICIAL MATTERS.
ily, and the construction itraln will be ed his equilibrium on the ladder.
for WcAdlaf Card am AaoucKAU at
Into the city in a few weeks. The
Lb Mew ataktuu
line will require two overhead cross
Notary Public Appointed.
EARTHQUAKE IN
U'onard Schmidt of Portales, Roose
ings over the Santa Fe one at Clifton
and one at Otero, and the new road CENTRAL NEW MEXICO velt. County, has Tjeen appointed by
will come Into Raton on a higher,
Governor Hagerman to bo a notary
Seismic Disturbances Yesterday Morngrade than 'the Santa Fe,
public.
ing Extended All Over So
In connection with the opening of
Articles of Incorporation,
corro
County.
the new road, attention is called to
The
following articles of incorpora
Place
t
la
the fact that there is now no point
been filed in the olllce of
have
tion
cf
News from San Marcial is to the
of real Interest to Sunday or weekTerritorial
Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
feet that yesterday morning at 5:12
day picnickers, to he reached by rail.
The Southwestern Metallurgical and
to those
similar
shocks
earthauake
While there are innumerable beauty
that occurred at Socorro were felt, Development Company. Incorporators
spots in the nearby canons to be No serious damaee resulted, but
plast are Victor A. Lucier, John Troy and
MaaaJactitra Of
no
are
reached by wagon road, there
In many buildings and John C. Marquis. The capital stock
suffered
ering
picnick other inconveulnces occurred.
possibilities for the
The of the company Is $1,000,000 divided
er who desires to get away from the
AND
seismic disturbances which occurred into ten thousand shares of the par
town a good distance, spend the day
in Socorro evidently also reached San value of $100 each. At the time of
in a pleasant spot and return without
Marcial about thirty miles south
none
the necessity of using a team and Shocks were also felt at San Antonio, filing the articles of incorporation
New
had been issued. The
Santa Fe,
carriage. The opening of the new located between Socorro and San Mar of the stock
Linroad will put Raton people within cial and about twelve miles south of principal office is fixed at Oscuro,
of
A.
Lucier
Victor
and
coln
In
of
canon
County
the prettiest
easy reach
E 1
Socorro. The disturbances seemed to
the world, and Will afford Innumer- have covered quite an area of country that town is named as agent. The
years
able picnic places which will surely as some damage was done by them term of existence is twenty-fiv- e
branch of the Santa and the purpose of the company Is to
prove popular every summer.
to
Maedalena
the
IFKANCISUO
UtLiiu.
LEVI A HUGHES.
Fe railway from Socorro to Magdalena do a general mining husiness.
HUGHES & DELGADO.
The Tucumcari Trust and Savings
necessitating considerable repairing 01
MARKET REPORT.
Bank. Incorporators are C. H. Che- track and bridces. At Elmendorf,
station on the Santa Fe, seven miles nault, G. C. Igo, M. B. Goldenberg,
MONEY AND METALS.
We have some choice property for the person with small capital and also
south of San Antonio, the shocks were C. C. Davidson, H. H Hargis and C.
New York, July 13. Money on call also felt about the same time.
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
The H. Rankin, of Tucumcari; Henry Goke
per cent.
nffi.wntftide of Plaza. : : : : Santa Fe V. M.
steady 2
first one occurring about 5:10 in the of Sapello and Florenclo Martinez of
Prime mercantile paper 5 5
mornine. the second at 15 minutes Revuelto. The capital stock of the
'
Silver 65
later and the last one at about 9 company Is $15,000, divided Into one
in
forenoon.
the
Kelley the
Xew York, July 13. Lead dull 5.75; o'clock
of the par
of Socorro hundred and fifty shares
miniiiir camn southwest
18.37
18.75.
dull
copper
amount
has
full
of
W.
the
N.
value
TOWNSENI).
$100,
W.
of
AKERS.
San
J.
St. Louis, July 13. Spelter weak and Carthage eleven miles east
The
Antonio, renort the same experience been paid into the treasury.
5.85.
with no permanent injury to buildings. principal office Is fixed at Tucumcari
Chicago, July 13 Wheat July 77
A
Silver City dispatch also states that and C. H. Chenault is named as agent.
Sept. 78
similar shocks to the ones experien The terra of existence is fifty years,
521-4- ;
Corn, July
Sept.
ced in Socorro County, were felt there and the company is incorporated for
Oats, July 38
Sept. 35
about the same time yesterday morn the purpose of doing a general bank12.
ing, but they were slight and no dam ing business.
Pork, July $18.75; Sept. $17.40.
ages are reported.
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
('
Lard, July- $9, Sept. $9.10.
The New Mexican can do Printing
Lard, July $9; Sept. $9.109.12
"Our Place" ha3 been added to our stock. We buy our
we turn out. Try our work onct
work
.
Legal blankj of every description and
Ribs, July $9,471-2- ;
Sept. $9,421-2will certainly come again.
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
you
WOOL MARKET.
and conforming to the laws ot New We have all the facilities for turning
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
St. Louis, July 13, Wool steady and Mexico, are on hand and for sale by cities., Our solicitor Every piece of
to Coronado Hotel.
work we turn out.
unchanged.
the New Mexican Printing Company.
'
STOCK MARKET.
1
&
AKERS
TOWNSEND,
New York, July 13. Atchison 8B1-4- ,
6

Hub-bel-

'

'Scenic Line of tkt World.

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

e

TO

--

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

two-third-

SlTO ock'- --

Ewt and Wert.
Connection at Dnvw witk all lift
Other Line.
Low
m
Tune
Quick and Rate. m

u

PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Train.

ZtZ,
vZv

11
,,i

at Any Station.

No Tiresome Delay

For IMoetrated AdTertUing Matter r Inforatio Mdrraa:
S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. and T. A DENVER, COtORADO, or
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A

Z

i

,

f

lX.lfrdL

T7I7

New m

THE OLD CURIO STORE

f

1
'

.

f.

MR:

JO

X)

C

--

UBLISHERS

RINTERS

EADQUARTERS

..

BINDERS

0

f

Mercantile Stationery

one-da-

BLANK BOOKS

LEDGERS.

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Mono.

Celebrated Frey Patent

am?

FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK.

Insurance and Real Estate

rrr

"THE CLUB"

'

I.

Proprietors.

You'll Have to Hurry

!

A lady Just from Mexico arrived in

Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had. Come quick and get the
first pick.

pfd. 99
New York Central 129.
Pennsylvania 124
Southern Pacific 65.

Union Pacific 1413-8- ;
pfd.
Amalgamated Copper 92
Steel 33, pfd. 99

Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy

91.

LIVE 8TOCK.
Kansas City, July 13. Cattle re
celpts 2,000 steady. Native steers $4
THE ORIGINAL
$6.10; Southern steers $2.75$5;
Southern Cows $2$3.C0; Native cows
OLD : CURIO 1 STORE and heifers $2$5.40; Stackers and
Heeders $2.75$4.25; Bulls $2.40$4;
J. 3. CANDELARIO, PROP,
Calves $2.50$6; Western fed Steers
San Francisco St.
$3.755I$5.80; Western Fed Cows $2.50
$4.50; Sheep receipts 1,000 steady
Mutton $5$6.25; Lambs
We Are Headquarters for the Best As- to strong.
sortment of
$6!$8; Range Wethers $5$6; Fed
CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-H- Ewes $4.50$5.60.
Chicago, July 13. Cattle receipts
INDIAN BLANKETS.
2,000, strong: beeves $4.106.30; cows
and heifers $1.255.20; stockers and
Texans 13.90
feeders $2.CO(S4.50;
5.35; calves $57.
Sheep receipts 8,000, steady; sheep
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and In'
dlan Curios In the United Staes,
$4.606.15; lambs $5.758.15.

Almost every family hat need
of a reliable remedy for colic or
diarrhea at some time during the

J.

M. DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street.

year.

This remedy is recommended
by dealers who have sold it for
many years and know its value.
It has received thousands of
testimonials from gratetul people.
It has been prescribed by physicians with tlte most satisfactory
results.
It ha often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
er a physician summoned.
t
It only costs a quarter. Cit
ou afford to risk so much for a

301-30- 3

'

Opals and Turquois

A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Makes a man feel at peace with the
whole world. You can get It at the
Bon Ton Hotfc'. and Lunch Counter.

3o does the Remingfon4pe0toJ
Penedlchi.327 Broodwcty. New fork.w

Ilhcleiriinglon Typwriferlasfslfiiqest.

pkOvfekoff. Seomans

&

,e

BUY IT NOW.

Office
1

to

3

p.

Telephone No. 30.

Fours

m., except

:

Wednesday

and Sunday.
,

PRIVATE HOSPITA1V

Firt

class accommodations for
limited number nf patients

New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instruments.
Faradlc, galvanic
and static eloctrlcltv,
Violet

Radiographic work.
Phototherapy,
Generator, Etc.

Rays,

O&onn

